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Abstract 

 

Chalcogenide glasses are a recognized group of inorganic glassy materials which 

always contain one or more of the chalcogenide elements S, Se or Te but not O, in 

conjuction with more electro positive elements as As, Sb, etc. 

 

Chalcogenide glasses are generally less robust, more weakly bonded materials 

than oxide glasses. Glasses were prepared from Sb, Se, Bi and In elements with purity 

99.999%. These glasses are reactive at high temperature with oxygen. Therefore, 

synthesis was accomplished in evacuated clean silica tubes. The tubes were washed by 

distilled water, and then dried in a furnace whose temperature was about 100°C. 

 

The weighted materials were introduced into the cleaned silica tubes and then 

evacuated to about 10-4 torr and sealed. The sealed tubes were placed inside the furnace 

and the temperature of the furnace was raised gradually up to 900°C within 1 hour and 

kept constant for 10 hours. Moreover, shaking of the constituent materials inside the 

tube in the furnace was necessary for realizing the homogeneity of the composition. 

After synthesis, the tube was quenched into ice water. The glassy ingots could be 

obtained by drastic quenching. Then materials were removed from the tubes and kept in 

dry atmosphere. The proper ingot was confirmed to be completely amorphous using  

x-ray diffraction and differential thermal analysis. Thin films of the selected 

compositions were prepared by thermal evaporation technique under vacuum 10-4 torr 

with constant thickness 100 nm. The effect of radiation, optical and some other effects 

on composition were studied. 

 



 

xiv 

The structural properties of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx amorphous semiconductor in the 

powder and thermally evaporated thin films have been investigated. Differential 

Thermal Analysis, DTA, for Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx in the powder form showed that an 

endothermic peak in the DTA  curve results from an increase in specific heat at the glass 

transition temperature Tg. The absence of any sharp exothermic peak in the DTA curve 

is good indicator for absence of the structural changes. The analysis of X-Rays 

Diffraction Patterns (XRD) of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx in the powder form confirmed 

amorphous state. Scanning electron microscope SEM micrographs were made for Se-

Bi-Sb films deposited at room temperature. The film consisted of individual grains, 

which are irregular in size and shape and separated by well-defined inter-grain 

boundaries. By adding In, further separation of the surrounding media gives rise to large 

grains in size at x=10 at%. Then large grains can be seen for partially crystalline at x=20 

at% the grain sizes become smaller for x=30 at% and the number of grains become 

larger. 

 

The density of the as prepared glasses of the system Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx films has 

been determined by the hydrostatic method with an accuracy of ± 0.05 %.  It has been 

noticed that the density increases by increasing In from 5.691 gm/cm3 for the 

composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx at x=0% to 5.786 gm/cm3 for composition  

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx at x=30%. 

 

The optical properties of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx  have been characterized by the 

measurements of the transmittance and reflectance in the wave length 200 – 1100 nm 

for the deposited films.  The type of the electronic transition responsible for optical 

properties is indirect allowed transition with transport and onset energy gap in the range 



 

xv 

1.89x10-3 – 1.79 x10-3 eV.  The values of the optical energy gap Eopt were found to 

decrease with increasing In content which could be due to the fact that In has a metallic 

behaviour. 

 

The absorption spectra of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx is recorded in the UV region.  Some 

important parameters such as coordination number Nco , the number of constraints (NS), 

the parameter (r) determined the deviation of Stoichiometry. If there is a linear 

dependence between the bond strength and the average band gap, and if one allows their 

superposition to describe the compounds, then the addition of In will affect the average 

band gap.  By increasing the In content, the average bond strength of the compound 

decreases, and hence Eg will decrease.  In order to emphasize the relationship between 

Eg and the average bond strength more clearly, Eg is compared with HS/Nco which is the 

average single-bond energy in the alloy. 

 

The electrical properties of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx alloys include the measurements of 

DC conductivity for Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx films and the measurements of switching.  The 

DC conductivity of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx thin films has been measured as function of 

temperature. The dependence of the electrical DC conductivity on the temperature 

showed the existence of two distinct linear regions with two activation energies ∆E1 and 

∆E2. 

 

The switching measurements have been made for Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx thin films and 

the addition of In has led to an increase in both the threshold voltage (Vs) and threshold 

current (Is) from 1.6 volt and 1.2 µA respectively at x=0 up to 5.8 volt and 2.5 µA 

respectively at x=30 for constant film thickness d=100 nm. As for the holding voltage 



 

xvi 

(Vh), it was found to increase with the increase of In content from 0.3 volt at x=0 to 4.8 

volt at x=30.  On the contrary, the increase of In content has caused a decrease in the 

holding current (Ih) from 48 µA at x=0 to 18 µA at x=30 for a constant thickness 100 

nm.  It was proved that the threshold power increased by increasing In content.  This 

means that the quality of switching is reduced by increasing the In content.  The 

addition of In content decreases the cohesive energy and consequently affects the 

switching properties. Raising the film temperature improved the switching 

characteristics where the threshold voltage decreased and the threshold current 

increases.  Also, the addition of In reduced the filament temperature, thus reducing the 

switching ability.  Increasing the In content from x=0 to 10, 20 and 30 led to an increase 

in the switching rise time from tr = 25 to 40, 100 and 200 nano second respectively and 

a decrease in the cohesive energy from C.E. = 3.884 to 3.6o7, 3.329 and 3.053 eV 

respectively.  These results indicate that composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx shows good 

electrical threshold switching results and promises a useful threshold switching device 

in computer applications and memory. 

 

Finally, the study of effect of gamma rays on the Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx showed that 

the gamma radiation did not have a noticeable effect, for a dose of 15MRad showed 

a constant value in the transmittance upon the addition of In.
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Chapter 1 

 
Introduction and Literature Survey 

 
1.1 Introduction 

       The subject of amorphous semiconductors (a-S.C.) has been of great interest in the 

recent years and it is considered a particularly active field in solid state science.  In the 

last decade, considerable attention has been focused on a-S.C. especially those known 

as chalcogenide glasses. Their structure is investigated by X-ray Diffraction and their 

amorphous nature is confirmed by the Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA). They are 

characterized by their sensitivity to light, thus leading to structural or optical changes. 

The study of the optical parameters, e.g. the absorption coefficient, provides 

information about the band structure and energy gap in the material. Memory switching 

is also a phenomenon that is observed in a-S.C.  The technological importance of the 

S.C. chalcogenide glasses is not only due to its valuable technological applications in 

modern devices, but also because of its cheapness in relative with other S.C. materials.  

Their applications in modern technology comprise energy management, thermal fault 

detection, temperature monitoring and night vision. They are selected for switches, 

memory and computer applications due to their favorable switching characteristics.  

Moreover, they are applied in film transistors and electrographic units.  An interesting 

application of a-S.C. is in the fabrication of sensors for environmental protection and 

medical diagnosis.  Also, optical fibers are made from chalcogenide a-S.C. and these are 

commonly used in telecommunication systems, illumination and imaging optics.  

Optical fibers have become the focus of researchers due to their potential use in ultra-

fast switching devices and surgical purposes.  Also, such a-S.C. compete favorably with 

silicon devices for solar power conversion as they are less expensive, thus they have  
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recently been used to manufacture solar cells.  Since a-S.C. are characterized by their 

sensitivity to external factors, especially ionizing radiation, they are used for radiation 

dosimetry and as radiation detectors. 

       Chalcogenide glasses are a recognized group of inorganic glassy materials which 

always contain one or more of the chalcogenide elements S, Se or Te but not O, in 

conjunction with more electro positive elements as As, Sb, etc.  

       Many amorphous materials can be called semiconductors in the sense that they are 

neither good conductors nor good insulators, but instead they are poor conductors.  

Many are also similar to their crystalline counterparts in that they possess an optical 

gap.  Amorphous Semiconductors are characterized by: 

1. Their electrical properties are similar to intrinsic S.C. or perfectly compensated S.C. 

2. They are partially transparent in the infrared region. 

3.  Their room temperature conductivities are lower than 103 - 104 Ω-1 cm-1. 

       A major category of a-S.C. is the chalcogenide glasses.  The first chalcogenide 

glass to be commercially developed in 1950s was As2S3, produced for passive bulk 

optical component for the mid-IR.  During the next two decades, other sulphide and 

selenide-telluride glasses have been used as optical components for the far infrared 

which have since then been exploited commercially [1, 2].  Applications of infrared 

optics include energy management, thermal fault detection, electronic circuit detection, 

temperature monitoring and night vision [3].  The blackbody radiation emitted by room 

temperature objects such as the human body in the wavelength 8 – 12 µm region is an 

example of the latter, where Se-Te based glasses are applicable for thermal imaging.  

Starting from 1970, chalcogenide glasses have been recognized as a stable and active 

electronic device component in photocopying and switching applications [4]. 
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       Through the 1980s, attention was focused on the fabrication of ultra-low loss IR 

fibers for telecommunication signal transmission to compete with silica optical fibers 

 [5, 6]. 

       In the 1990s, the development of the optical glasses with IR transmittance for 

infrared purposes has been proceeding in two main directions: infrared imaging and 

wave guide applications. 

More advancement has taken place in the last decade and till present to take 

advantage of the space applications of a-S.C. and their application in the field of 

nanotechnology. 

       Chalcogenide glasses are a recognized group of inorganic glassy materials which 

always contain one or more of the chalcogen elements S, Se or Te, in conjunction with 

more electropositive elements as As, Sb and Bi [7].  These glasses are band gap S.C. 

and they are generally less robust, more weakly bonded materials than oxide glasses.  

Chalcogenide glassy S.C. have several useful properties that can be employed in various 

solid state devices.  They show a continuous change in physical properties with change 

in chemical composition [8]. 

       Chalcogenide a-S.C. materials exhibit a number of interesting changes when 

exposed to light having a photon energy comparable to the band gap.  Such changes can 

be structural, mechanical, chemical or optical (photodarkening and photobleaching).  

The light induced changes can in general be either irreversible, i.e. the changes are 

permanent after irradiation, or reversible, in which case the changes can be removed by 

annealing to the glass transition temperature (Tg).  These changes are favored in 

chalcogenide glasses due to their structural flexibility and also due to their high-lying 

lone pair (LP) p states in their valence bands [9]. 
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       Memory switching in chalcogenide glasses has been widely reported in literature 

and is fairly well understood.  Important device applications of switching in 

chalcogenides are computer memory arrays, display devices, optical mass memories…, 

etc. Enough evidence is available to believe that at a threshold voltage, memory 

switching occurs due to formation of a filamentary path which is crystalline in nature 

[10].  

       Amorphous Semiconductors are present in three types [11]:  elemental, covalent 

alloys and ionic.  The first category contains elements such as S and Se which can be 

obtained in the amorphous state.  The S and Se are characterized by chain and ring 

structure, and a short-range order which extends over a distance, depending on 

temperature and thermal history of the material.  The second category contains covalent 

bonded alloy glasses.  These alloys possess compositional and translational disorders; 

therefore, all atoms locally satisfy their valence bond requirements.  The third category 

contains ionic materials such as silicate glasses, which contain at least one element of 

the chalcogens (S, Se and Te).  

       Impurity effects in chalcogenide glasses have importance in fabrication of glassy 

semiconductors.  Several workers have reported the impurity effects in various 

chalcogenide glasses.  They are interesting as core materials for optical fibers used for 

transmission especially when short length and flexibility are required.  Since the advent 

of electro photography, amorphous Selenium has become a material of commercial 

importance.  Selenium exhibits the unique property of reversible phase transformation 

[12].  Its various device applications like rectifiers, photocells, xerography, switching 

and memory, etc. have made it attractive, but pure selenium has disadvantages like short 

lifetime and low sensitivity.  This problem can be overcome by alloying Se with some 
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impurity atoms (Bi, Te, Ge, Ga, Sb, As, … etc.), which gives higher sensitivity, higher 

crystallization temperature and smaller ageing effects.        

       Ag-doped chalcogenide glasses and their films have many current and potential 

applications in optics, optoelectronics, chemistry and biology (optical elements, 

gratings, memories, microlenses, waveguides, bio- and chemical-sensors, solid 

electrolytes, batteries,…etc.) [13].  The Ag-doped glasses can be used as optical 

memory materials and materials for holography.  The sensitivity can be increased by the 

simultaneous application of an electrical field with light.  The Ag-doped binary and 

ternary tellurides are becoming important because some of them are used as materials 

for phase-change optical storage (DVD disks, …etc).  They exhibit single glass 

transition and single crystallization temperatures, which is important for rewritable 

disks.  

1.2 Literature Survey 

       Chalcogenide glasses have been recognized as promising materials for infrared 

optical elements [14].and for the transfer of information [15]. They have also found 

application sin Xerography [16], switching an memory devices[17], in the fabrication of 

in extensive solar cells [18], and more recently, for reversible phase change optical 

records[19]. Thus , it is important to have an insight into their electronic properties. It 

has been reported that for any chalcogenide glassy system, increasing the relative 

atomic mass of the  chalcogen or its proportion in glass diminishes the average bond 

strength and hence decreases the glass transition temperature[20].The addition of 

chalcogen which act as chains or network terminators tend to decrease the glass 

transition temperature and increase the thermal expansion coefficient [21]. 
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       Thin film of Se1-x Tex (x=0.2,0.4,&0.6) deposited on a glass substrate were studied 

and investigated by H.EL-Zahed et al[22]. Optical band gap Eg were determined from 

the absorbance and transmittance measurements in the visible and near IR spectral range 

(500-1100 nm Optical band gap Eg was found to be decreased with increasing tellurium 

concentration. 

       M. A. Abdel-Rahim [23] reported and discussed the results of differential thermal 

analyses(DTA) under non isothermal conditions for three compositions of the Se85-x 

Te15SbX (x=0,3 and 9).The onset crystallization temperatures(Tc), and the peak 

temperature of crystallization(Tp) were found to be dependent on the compositions and 

the heating rates. From the dependence on heating rates of (Tg) and (Tp)  the activation 

energy for glass transition(Et) and the activation energy for crystallization(Ec) were 

calculated and their composition dependence were discussed. The crystalline phases 

resulting from DTA have been identified using X-ray diffraction and Scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). 

       D.C. conductivity measurements at high electric fields in thermal vacuum 

evaporated thin films of amorphous Se80-x Te20Cdx(x=0,5,10,15 at %) systems have been 

studied by S.P. Singh et al [24].Current-voltage (I-v) characteristics have been measured 

at various fixed temperatures .They observed that, at low electric fields, the studied 

samples have ohmic behavior, but at  high electric fields (E~104 V/cm),non ohmic 

behavior was observed. 

      A. Dahshan et al [25] reported the effect of replacement of selenium by antimony on 

the optical gap and some other physical  parameters of  new quaternary chalcogenide 

As14 Ge14 Se72-xSbx(where x=3, 6, 9 and15 at%)thin films. thin films with thickness200-

220 nm of As14 Ge14 Se72-xSbx were prepared by thermal evaporation of bulk samples, 

increasing antimony content was found to affect the average of atomization, the average 
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coordination number, number of constraints and cohesive energy of As14 Ge14 Se72-xSbx 

alloys. Optical absorption measurements showed that fundamental absorption edge is a 

function of, composition. Optical absorption is due to allowed non direct transition and 

the energy gap decreases with increasing antimony content. The chemical bond 

approach has been applied successfully to interpret the decrease in the optical gap with 

increasing antimony content. 

       Thin films were thermally evaporated from ingot pieces of the As30 Se70-xSbx (with 

2.5<x<17.5 at.%) glasses under vacuum of ~10-5Torr. by A.H. Moharram et al 

[26].Increasing Sb content was found to affect the thermal and optical properties of 

these films. Non-direct electronic transition was found to be responsible for the photon 

absorption successfully to interpret the decrease of the glass optical gap with increasing 

Sb content. 

        P. Sharma and et al [27] were studied the optical properties of Se substituted by Bi 

in Ge20Se 80thin films. Optical reflection and transmission spectra, at normal incidence 

of Ge20 Se80-x Bix thin films (x=0, 4, 6.8, 10, 12) were obtained in the range 200nm-

840nm.The optical energy gap was estimated from the absorption coefficient values 

using Tauc's procedure. It is found that, the optical band gap decreases with increasing 

bismuth content. 

       Glasses based on selenium and tellurium was carefully characterized to establish 

the interdependence between chemical composition and the magnitudes of the physical 

parameters. Optical measurements were performed on thin amorphous chalcogenide 

films from the system of pure (Se0.8Te0.2) and metal doped (Se0.8Te0.2)0.9M0.1 (M= Cu, 

Ag and Sn) by A. F. Maged et al [28]. Parameters considered are density, molar volume, 

the concentrations of metal atoms per unit volume, and optical energy gap. Bulk Se8Te2 

alloy was prepared by the standard melt quenching technique and the 
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 different metals were added to the binary system using the same technique. Thin films 

of the prepared compositions was grown using thermal evaporation method. The effects 

of different metallic additions and annealing at a temperature below the glass transition 

temperature Tg on the optical characteristics was explored. The bulk and thin films of 

the samples were tested by x-ray diffraction, which reveals that are amorphous. The 

optical energy gap E0 was found to decrease with the addition of metal, the amount of 

decrease depends on the chemical character of added metal. Annealing leads to a 

decrease of the optical energy gap with annealing time. The gamma irradiation (up to 

100 kGy) has no detectable effect on the optical energy gap. 

       Amorphous Se90In10−xSnx (x=2, 4, 6, and 8) thin films of thickness 1000 Å were 

prepared on glass substrates by the thermal evaporation technique Adel A. Shaheen et al 

[29].Optical parameters of the films were investigated, in the wavelength range 400–

700 nm, before and after irradiation by 4, 8, and 12 kGy doses of γ-ray. The optical 

absorption coefficient α for as-deposited and gamma irradiated films was calculated 

from the reflectance R and transmittance T measurements, which were recorded at room 

temperature. From the knowledge of α, at different wavelengths, the optical band gap Eg 

was calculated for all compositions of Se–In–Sn thin films before and after gamma 

irradiation. Results indicate that allowed indirect optical transition is predominated in 

as-deposited and irradiated films. Besides, it is found that the band gap decreases with 

increasing Sn concentration and this is attributed to the corresponding decrease in the 

average single bond energy of the films. The band gap, after irradiation at different 

doses of γ-ray, was found to decrease for all compositions of the studied films. This 

post-irradiation decrease in the band gap was interpreted in terms of a bond distribution 

model. 
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      Gamma radiation is known to induce changes in physical, optical, and structural 

properties in chalcogenide glasses, but previous research has focused on As2S3 and 

families of glasses containing Ge. For the first time, we present composition and dose 

dependent data on the As–S binary glass series. Binary AsxS100−x (x = 30, 33, 36, 40, 

and 42) glasses were irradiated with gamma radiation using a 60Co source at 2.8 Gy/s to 

accumulated doses of 1, 2, 3, and 4 MGy. The irradiated samples were characterized at 

each dose level for density, refractive index, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Raman 

spectrum. An initial increase has been reported in density followed by a decrease as a 

function of dose that contradicts the expected compositional dependence of molar 

volume of these glasses. This unusual behavior is explained based on micro void 

formation and nano scale phase-separation induced by the irradiation. XRD, Raman, 

and electron spin resonance data provide supporting evidence, underscoring the 

importance of optimally- or overly constrained structures for stability under  

irradiation [30]. 

       A.F. Maged et al [31] has been Studying the effects of addition of tellurium on 

transition temperature, density, molar volume and optical properties For Ge-As-Se 

system and the effect of γ-irradiation on IR transmission for the system x=0 and x=40 

.Oxygen impurities, which increased after γ-irradiation, produce an absorption between 

12 and 16 µm due to Ge-O, AsO and Se-O. 

       M.M.EL-Ocker et al [32]  investigated the effect of  addition In content on dc 

electrical conductivity and DTA of the System (AS2Se3)1-xInx x=0, 0.1, 0.05.The 

electrical energy gap was found to increase for an In content 0.01% and decrease for  an 

In content 0.05%.The Samples exhibit the three conduction mechanisms proposed by 

Mott and Davis. The activation energy was calculated for each mechanism. The effect 

of heating rate on the transition temperatures (Tg, Tc, Tm) was studied and variation of 
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the crystallization-peak position was used to calculate the activation energy and the 

order of the crystallization process. 

       Chalcogenide glasses are interesting materials due to their infrared transmitting 

properties and photo induced effects exhibited by them. Thin films of the glasses 

Sn10Sb20_xBixSe70 prepared by melt quenching technique were evaporated in a vacuum 

better than 10_5 mbar. Optical transmissions spectra of all the deposited films were 

obtained in a range (400–2500) nm. The optical band gap and the absorption coefficient 

were calculated by Muneer Ahmad et al [33] from the transmission data. The optical 

band gap initially increases with increase in Bi content (for x = 2) and then decreases 

sharply for higher Bi concentrations. The refractive index as well as absorption 

coefficient decrease with increase in wavelength. The dark activation energy initially 

increases with increase in Bi content and then decreases with further addition. 

       Chalcogenide alloys of Sn10Sb20_xBixSe70system were prepared by the melt 

quenching technique .Thin films were prepared on well- cleaned glass substrates by the 

thermal evaporation technique. The X-ray diffract gram for System reveals the 

amorphous nature as no sharp peak is observed. The glass transition, crystallization, 

melting temperatures and glass forming tendency of the amorphous samples were 

determined from differential scanning calorimetric measurements. The glass transition 

activation energies and the crystallization activation energies were determined using the 

Kissinger method .Optical transmission and reflection spectra of thin films were 

obtained in the range400-2500nm.The conductivity activation energy and optical gap 

initially increases with increasing Bi concentration and then decreases sharply for 

higher Bi content .The values of the band tailing parameter and the pre-exponential 

factor a real so reported and discussed by Muneer Ahmad  [34]. 

       Both dynamic and static I–V characteristic curves of amorphous thin films of 
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Se75Ge25−xAsx for switching and memory behavior have been studied by Fadel [35] .The 

films were prepared by thermal evaporation of high purity (99.999%) material. X-ray 

diffraction patterns revealed the formation of amorphous films. The electrical 

measurements are made at room temperature and at elevated temperatures up to the 

glass transition temperature (Tg~418 K). The conduction activation energy, Eσ is 

determined. The threshold voltage, Vth is determined. It is found that Vth increases 

linearly with the film thickness and decreases with As content. Moreover, Vth decreases 

exponentially with temperature. The rapid transition between the highly resistive and 

conductive states is attributed to an electro thermal mechanism from the Joule heating 

of a current channel. 

       Kotkata et al studied [36] the switching effects in amorphous GeSe2, GeSe4, 

GeSe2Tl and GeSe4Tl thin films. The observed switching phenomenon for these 

compositions was of the memory type. The threshold switching voltage was found to 

increase linearly with increasing film thickness (80–740 nm), while it decreased 

exponentially with increasing temperature (T < Tg).The effect of adding thallium to 

both amorphous GeSe2 and amorphous GeSe4 results in decreasing the values of the 

threshold electric field, the activation energy of switching, as well as the thermal 

activation energy of conduction. The results obtained are explained in accordance with 

the electro thermal model of breakdown. 

       Observations of memory switching in thin films of amorphous As2Se3 have been 

made at various film thicknesses by (Thornburg, 1972) [37]. The distribution of 

threshold voltages for a given thickness shows a strong peak which is attributed to the 

intrinsic switching mechanism. A plot of the most probable threshold voltage vs film 

thickness shows the switching process to be field controlled. Microscopic evidence is 

presented for strong Joule heating caused by capacitive discharge upon filament 
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formation. 

       Ovshinsky and Fritzsche[38] reported the performance and reliability of amorphous 

semiconductor devices that deal with the handling of information in the form of 

switching, modulation, storage, and displays. Structural changes between a disordered 

and a more ordered state and the concomitant large change in many material properties 

offer the possibility of using amorphous semiconductors for high-density information 

storage and high-resolution display devices. The structural changes can be initiated by 

various forms of energy such as an electrical pulse, a short light pulse, or a brief light 

exposure. Many materials show good structural reversibility. The sensitivity of an 

amorphous photo structural film is amplified by several orders of magnitude by first 

forming a latent image by photo nucleation and subsequent dry development by heat or 

radiation. Examples of optical contrast and resolution in image formation are given. The 

major differences between crystalline and amorphous semiconductors are briefly 

outlined.  

       Rajesh and Philip [39] reported the discovery of electrical switching in 

chalcogenide glasses, a complete understanding of the mechanisms responsible for this 

phenomenon is lacking. It is believed that threshold switching in chalcogenide glasses is 

electronic in origin whereas memory switching is of thermal origin. According to the 

thermal model, the ON state during memory switching is caused by a thermal 

breakdown of the steady state of the material when the heat generated by Joule heating 

cannot be removed fast enough by thermal conduction. Joule heating causes 

crystallization of the glass into fine filaments resulting in excess carrier concentration in 

the current path due to the large electric field present. Even though electrical 

conductivity and related properties of a number of materials have been investigated 

during and after switching, no measurements seem to have been done to determine the 
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variation in thermal conductivity and related properties during switching. In this paper 

we report the results of our measurements of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of 

In–Te glasses, which exhibit clear memory type electrical switching at threshold fields 

in (80–140 ) V cm−1 range. Measurements have been made on bulk samples using an 

improved photothermal technique. Results show that thermal conductivity of the 

samples increase considerably during electrical switching, whereas heat capacity 

remains more or less constant. The results are discussed in the light of the thermal 

model for memory switching applicable to Te-based chalcogenide glasses. 

       Stocker [40] studied Switching phenomena take place in thick bulk samples of 

semiconducting glass, once a path of devitrified material is established. Potential probe 

and infrared micro radiometer measurements reveal that the switching action takes place 

in a small region somewhere along this path. Application of voltage pulses can move 

this region to a different position. Evidence of partial devitrification and melting is also 

found in thin film switches made from many different glass compositions. Memory 

switching has also been observed in all bulk and thin film experiments to date. Since the 

characteristics of bulk and thin film switching are remarkably similar, doubt is cast upon 

the interpretation of switching phenomena as due to electronic properties of amorphous 

semiconductors. 

1.3Aim of the work 

A theoretical survey made on various technological application of semiconductors 

Known as chalcogenide glasses indicated that have different useful properties, e.g easy 

to prepare, light in weight and cheap. These compositions can be used in solid state 

devices to produce economical chalcogenide compositions. 
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       The survey has shown that the selected composition has not been dealt with in 

many previous studies. The point still opened and need make investigation therefore, it 

has been chosen to prepare a new categories with different percentages of composition 

that have not been done before, so it can be used in the future in different electronic 

applications. 

       The goal is then to use cheep and reliable materials for technological application in 

deriving scientists to develop application. Rectifiers, photocells, switching and memory 

devices, detectors and sensors, optical imaging or storage media computer, memory 

arrays and display devices. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical Background 

- Introduction 

This chapter show disordered systems. It presents the properties of amorphous 

semiconductor. It also presents the different mechanisms of optical in solids and optical 

properties of amorphous materials. It explains the different mechanism of electrical 

conductivity of semiconductors. It also explains the photoconductivity process of the 

semiconductors and switching in alloys glasses. It also presents the radiation effects in 

semiconductors and the different defects produced by Gamma-Rays. 

2.1 Disordered systems 
 
      Very often in solid-state physics disordered is explained through the terminology of 

order. Two aspects of order are important for this treatise: 

• Short-range order is a regular arrangement of the closest neighboring atoms. 

• Long-range order has a strict periodicity and translation invariance of the crystal 

lattice. An unperturbed and infinite lattice is ideal and considered as the zeroth 

approximation in the calculation of solid state properties. Perturbations can be 

classified as dynamic, in elementary excitations, or static as in point imperfections. 

A lattice is considered ordered when it is possible to explain its characteristics with 

an infinite lattice with ideal long-range order and with addition of perturbation 

theory including the dynamics and static perturbations. An arrangement is 

considered disordered when this approximation is not meaningful. 

2.2 The Chalcogenide Glasses 

       The properties of amorphous semiconductor containing one or more of the 

chalcogenide elements S, Se or Te are reviewed [41-55]. 
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       It is possible to form glasses by combination with one or more of the elements As, 

Ge, Si, Tl, Pb, P, Sb and Bi, among others. The binary chalcogenide glasses As2Se3, 

As2S3 and As2Te3 have been extensively studied. .Mixed systems such as the As2Se3-

As2Te3 binaries and the As2Se3-As2Te3-TI2Se systems have also been the subjects of 

detailed investigations. This is due to the large variety of such ternary and quaternary 

systems. Classification of these materials is difficult, particularly in view of the freedom 

that is allowed in amorphous systems to depart from stoichiometric proportions of the 

constituents. However, the use of the stoichiometric compositions allows useful 

comparison with the material in its crystalline phase.  

2.3 Electronics Band Structure and Defects 

       The absence of long–range order in amorphous semiconductors does not have a 

major effect on the energy distribution of the electronic levels. The density of states 

retains a profile similar to that of the crystalline phase. The absence of long-range order 

manifests itself in the form of band tailing and localization of the electronic states. 

Localized states near both conduction and valence bands are separated by the so–called 

mobility edges. This is because conduction through the localized states can only occur 

by thermally assisted hopping or tunneling [56]. The electronic states of a solid may be 

considered to first approximation to be a broadened superposition of the molecular 

orbital states of the constituent bands. In Ge fourfold coordinated the hybridized Sp
3
 

orbital are split into bonding σ and anti-bonding σ* states, Figure 2.1a [57]. 

       In the solid phase molecular states are broadened into bands. Thus, in tetrahedral 

semiconductors the bonding band forms the valence band and the anti-bonding band 

forms the conduction one. In Se the S states lie well below the P–states thus no 
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hybridization occurs. Then only two of the three P states can be utilized for bonding, Se 

is found in two fold coordination. This leaves one nonbonding electron pair, Fig. (2.1b). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure(2.1): Showing bonding in (a) Ge and (b) Se 

A: atomic bonding 

B: hybridized states 

C: molecular states 

D: broadening of states into bands in the solid phase unshared or lone pair L 

electrons Form a band near the original P – states energy. 

 

       The σ and σ* are split symmetrically with respect to this reference energy. Thus the 

bonding band is no longer the valence band and this role is played by the LP band in the 

tetrahedral materials localized states are produced in the gap due to the formation of 

dangling bonds. In the chalcogenide materials the LP bands lie in the energy region 

between bands. The question of states in the gap, whether of extrinsic or intrinsic nature 

is of considerable importance. Cohen, Fritzche and Ovshinsky (CFO) [58] model 

supposed that the non crystalline structure would lead to overlapping of band tails of  
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localized states as in Figure (2-2a). Those derived from the conduction band would be 

neutral when empty and those derived from the valence band are assumed to be neutral 

when occupied.  

       In the overlap region they would be charged leading to centers with unpaired spins. 

In this model known as CFO model they emphasized the existence of mobility edges at 

energies in the band tails. These are identified with critical energies separating localized 

states from extended states. The difference between the energies of the mobility edges 

in the valence and conduction bands is called the “mobility gap”. Mott and Davis [59] 

proposed a band model in which they made a strong distinction between localized states 

that originate from the lack of long–range order and those which are due to defects in 

the structure.  

       The first kind of localized states extend only to energy EA and EB in the mobility 

gap, Figure (2-2b) The defect states form longer tails but of insufficient density to pin 

the Fermi level. The authors proposed a band of compensation near the gap center in 

order to account for the pinning of the Fermi level and suggested that if the states of the 

compensation band arose from defect centers such as dangling bonds then they could 

act as deep donors Ey and acceptors. This means that the compensation band will be 

split into two bands Ey and Ex as shown in Figure (2-2c). 
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Figure(2.2):Shows various forms proposed for the density of states in amorphous 

                    semiconductors. The shaded areas represent localized states. 

(a)Overlapping of conduction and valence band tails as proposed 

     by Cohen et. al. (the CFO model) 

(b)Real gap in the density of states (Mott-CFO model). 

(c)The same as (b) but with compensation bands Ey and Ex. 

 
       The Fermi level will lie between Ey and Ex if they do not overlap or be pinned 

within them, if they do, since the above models were proposed many experimental data 

have emerged providing a clearer picture of the density distribution of states in the gap 

of amorphous semiconductors. Spear proposed that the centers responsible may arise 

from pairs of dangling bonds at defects similar in nature to the divacancy in the crystal. 

The lower Ey and upper Ex levels associated with this defect correspond to bonding and 

anti-bonding states and are separated by more than energy proposed in the model of 

Mott and Davis. 
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2.3.1 Types of Defects 

       The importance of defects lies in the fact that many properties of amorphous 

materials can be defect controlled as in the case of crystalline solids. Some of these 

properties are magnetic properties, optoelectronic behavior, vibrational properties and 

mechanical characteristic. For certain materials, e.g. chalcogenide glasses, the ideal 

amorphous state is impossible to achieve experimentally since structural defects are 

present even in thermal equilibrium in the melt and are consequently frozen on 

vitrification. A dangling bond is simply a broken or unsatisfied bond and it normally 

contains one electron and it is electrically neutral. A dangling bond can only be formed 

in covalent solid and it has no meaning in a solid formed from non–directional bonds 

such as in a metal ionic salt or rare gas. Structural defects such as dangling bonds are 

expected to introduce electron states deep into the gap which is empty in the ideal case 

except for band tailing. The precise position of these states in the gap will depend on 

factors such as the electronic character of the states in the top of the valence band and 

the bottom of the conduction band from which the Eigen functions of the defect states 

derives. The density of the states in the gap for an amorphous semiconductor containing 

dangling bonds defects might be as shown in Fig (2-3) the dangling bond level is 

broadened by disorder into a band. The lower mid gap band corresponds to dangling 

bond containing single electron and is donor–like, i.e. neutral when occupied. The upper 

band corresponds to a different charge state of the same defect namely when an extra 

electron is placed in it and is acceptor–like, i.e. neutral when empty.  
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       The essential features of the charged dangling band model may be understood by 

considering a monoatomic system of amorphous Se as in Fig. (2.3). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure(2.3): Formation of charged defects (valence alternation pairs) 

in chalcogenide glasses. 

 
 

Figure(2-4): (a) Illustration of the formation of threefold coordination D+ (C+) and 

single coordinated D- (C-
1) defect centers by exchange of an electron between two 

D
o
 (C

o
1) centers. (b) Configuration – coordinate diagram for the formation of D

+
- 

D- p. 
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        Amorphous Se is twofold coordinated and it consists mainly of chains. Any chain 

end will be a site of a dangling bond which contains an unpaired electron. Mott et al 

referred to this dangling bond defect as Do where the superscript indicates the charge 

state. They postulated following Anderson [60] electrons residing at Do centers should 

experience negative effective correlation energy Ueff and electron pairing should be 

energetically favorable as a result of atomic rearrangements. The transfer of an electron 

from one Do center to another produces on site which has the original dangling bond 

orbital containing two spin – aired electrons and which is consequently negatively 

charged D- and the other which has an empty orbital which is then free to form a band 

with the lone pair of a fully connected neighbouring atom. The defect now becomes 

three fold coordinated and positively charged D+. 

       The repulsive Hubbard energy U involved in placing an extra electron on the same 

site to form a D- center is postulated to be weighed by the energy gained in forming the 

extra bond at the D+ site rendering the reaction exothermic: 

                                                     
+ -2D D +D→                                                      (2.1) 

       The process is illustrated in Fig (2.4 (a), (b)) where the coordinate “q” may be taken 

to be the sum of the distance between two Do centers and their respective nearest 

neighbor but non- directly bonded atoms.  Kastener et al [60] considered the same 

process of spin pairing at defects in amorphous chalcogenide referring to it as “Valence 

Alteration” and used the notation C3
+ for D+ and C1

- for D- where C stands for chalcogen 

atom and the superscript refers to charge state and subscript refers to the coordination. 
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2.4 Optical Properties of Amorphous Materials 

       The distribution in energy of the electron states in an amorphous material has gross 

features that resemble those of the material in its crystalline form. Optical techniques 

such as U.V. absorption and photoemission can be used to probe the spectrum of 

electron levels in non – crystalline systems. One of the most important properties of 

glass is its transparency in IR region. The implication of this as far as the energy 

spectrum of electron states is concerned is that are empty, just as crystalline 

semiconductors and insulators. So, in ordinary window glass this gap must be larger 

than the energy of quanta, whereas in In –Sn– Se – Bi which is opaque the transparency 

is in the infra-red. The origin of the gap in semiconducting or insulating amorphous 

materials cannot be considered from the viewpoint of scattering of block waves by 

periodic lattice potential, which is the normal approach for crystals. In glasses there is 

no translational symmetry. The gross features of the energy spectra of electron states in 

many solids (particularly the density of valence band states) is now known to depend on 

the nearest neighbor environment of a particular atom , with long – range interactions 

affect details only. In most amorphous materials the forces that bind atoms together are 

virtually the same as in the crystalline state. One frequently finds nearest–neighbor bond 

length and angles similar to those in the corresponding crystals and thus a similar 

density of states distribution. 

2.4.1 Optical Absorption Mechanisms 

       Optical absorption in solids can occur by several mechanisms all of which involve 

coupling of the electric vector of the incident radiation to dipole moments in the 

material and a consequent of energy. 
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       Semiconductors show all the optical properties of insulators and metals though not 

of course to the same degree. The main features are as follows to Fig.(2.5) [61]. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(2.5): Absorption spectrum of thin film. 

 
       In the ultraviolet, and sometimes extends into the visible and infra-red, intense 

absorption due to electronic transitions between valence and conduction bands can be 

observed. Such transitions generate mobile electrons and holes resulting in photo-

conductivity. The absorption coefficient is typically in the range 105 to 106 cm-1 on the 

high energy side of this band (typically around 2 eV). There is often a smooth fall in 

absorption over a range of several electrons volts. On the low energy side, the 

absorption coefficient falls more rapidly and may fall as much as six orders of 

magnitude within a few tenth of eV. In semiconductors, this low energy boundary of the 

fundamental absorption is often the most striking feature of the spectrum and is referred 

to as the “absorption edge”. 
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• The limit of the absorption edge corresponds to the photon energy required to promote 

electrons across the minimum energy gap Eg. The edge region often shows some 

structure in particular that are due to excitons. An exciton is formed when an 

electron, having been excited insufficiently to escape from the influence of the hole 

it leaves behind, is able to exist in a stable state in which it does not recombine with 

the hole. The electron and hole pair are held together as hydrogen atom by their 

mutual Coulomb attraction and the separated charges can exist in one of a series of 

quantized energy states. Exciton absorption is more pronounced in insulators 

particularly ionic crystals than in semiconductors and can leads to strong narrow – 

line absorption as in ionic spectra. 

• As the wave length is increased beyond the absorption edge, the absorption starts to 

rise slowly again. This increase is due to electronic transitions within the conduction 

or intraband transitions and is referred to as "free carrier absorption" or "intraband 

transition". It extends throughout the infrared and microwave region of the 

spectrum. 

• At photon energies between 0.02 and 0.05 eV (50 to 20 µm wave length) a new set of 

absorption peaks appears. These are due to interaction between the incident photons 

and the vibrational modes of the lattice. If the crystal is ionic the absorption 

coefficient may reach 105 cm-1 and strong reflection occurs. 

• Impurities give rise to additional absorption but only at low temperatures such that 

thermal energy is less than the ionization energies of the impurity atoms. 

• Absorption may occur in solids due to electron spin reversal. Solid containing 

paramagnetic impurities will show absorption line spectra in the presence of external 

magnetic field. 
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2.4.2 Absorption Edge  

       Electronic transition between the valence and conduction band are shown in 

 Fig. (2.6) in the crystal start at the absorption edge which corresponds to the minimum 

energy difference, Eg between the lowest minimum of the conduction and highest 

maximum of the valence band. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure(2.6): Optical inter band transitions in 

(a) Direct  (b) Indirect band gap semiconductor 

       If these extreme lie at the same point of the K- space, the transitions are called 

direct. If this is not the case, the transitions are possible only when phonon–assisted and 

are called indirect transitions. 

       The rule governing these transitions is the observation of quasi momentum during 

transitions either of the electron alone in direct transitions or the sum of the electron and 

phonon quasi-momenta in indirect transitions. The value of the gap Eopt depends in a 

rather subtle way on the structure and actual values of the pseudo potential in the 

crystal. When the semiconductor becomes amorphous one observes a shift of the 
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absorption edge either towards lower or higher energies. The shape of the absorption 

curve appears to be similar for many amorphous semiconductors. In many amorphous 

semiconductors the absorption edge has the shape shown in Fig. (2.7). 

 
Figure(2.7): parts A, B, C of the absorption edge 

 

       It can be distinguished by the high absorption region A (α > 10
4
 cm-1). The 

exponential part B extends over 4 orders of magnitude of α and the weak absorption tail 

C. The high absorption region A probably corresponds to normal one–electron 

transitions and carriers information on the energy dependence of the density of states at 

the band edges. In general the high absorption region is often observed in 

semiconducting glasses that at high enough absorption levels (α ≥ 104 cm-1) the 

absorption constant α has the following frequency dependence: 

0 ( ) ( )opt n
gn Eγα γ γ= −h h                                                                                          (2.2) 

where n is a constant that depends on the type of transition and no is the refractive index. 

For direct transitions the constant n in the above equation can take either the  
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value 1/2 or 3/2 depends on whether the transition is allowed or forbidden in the 

quantum mechanical sense. For amorphous chalcogenide the spectral dependence of α is 

given by the following relation: 

2( )opt
gB Eα ω= −h h                                                                                               (2.3) 

where B is a constant. For indirect transition:  

0 1 1

( ) ( )

exp 1 exp

opt optn n
g gph ph

E h E h
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h h
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ω γ ω γ
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− −

   
   
   

− + − +
= +

−

h h
h                                          (2.4) 

        The two terms represent contributions from transitions involving phonon 

absorption and emission respectively. For allowed transitions n=2 and for forbidden 

transitions n=3. The exponential region of the absorption edge (part B), i.e. in the 

absorption constant range from 1 cm-1 to about 104 cm-1, the absorption constant α(ω) is 

described by the formula: 

0 0( ) exp( )Eα ω α ω= h                                                                                            (2.5) 

where Eo is the width of the band tail. The energy Eo characterizing the slope is almost 

temperature independent at low temperatures. It is interesting to note that Eo values 

between 0.05 eV and 0.08 eV. 

2.5    The Electrical Properties of Chalcogenide Glasses 

       The D.C. conductivity σ of most of the chalcogenide glasses near room temperature 

obeys the relation: 
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KT

E
C σσ exp                                                                                                 (2.6) 
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where Eσ is the activation energy for conduction. The constant C is often in the range of 

10
3

 - 10
4
 ohm-1 cm-1 but it can be as low as 10

-5
 ohm-1 cm-1 and as high as 10

8
 ohm-1 cm-

1. The D.C. conductivity, in general , shows that log σ is a fairly linear function of 1/T 

and the variable range hopping conductivity behaving  approximately as a exp(-B/T)
1/4

 

is not observed for chalcogenide [62-63]. However deviation from linearity can occur at 

low temperatures as a result of different mechanisms for conduction. 

The thermo power for the chalcogenide glasses is normally positive, early work 

was frequently done at the liquid phase. For As2Se3, Edmond [64] has found that the 

activation energy in the liquid phase appears greater than in the solid phase suggesting 

that the gap decreases with increasing temperature T. In chalcogenide glasses, there are 

different conduction mechanisms which can be observed. The electrical conductivity (σ) 

in these glasses can be written as [65]. 
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10 expexpexp σσσσ                                            (2.7) 

The three terms arise from three different conduction mechanisms and they will be 

discussed separately: 

(a) The high temperature region  

In the first region, the dominant mechanism is the band conduction through the 

extended states. This region is expressed by the first term of the R. H. S. of equation (2-

7). The constant 0σ  for the chalcognide glasses varies from 10-2 to 5x 10-9 Ω1cm1 and is 

found to depend on the composition [65], where ∆E is the activation energy, kB is the 

Boltzman constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

(b) Hopping conduction via localized states. 

This is responsible for the conduction in the second region. Here the conductivity 

arises from tunneling through unoccupied levels of the nearest neighboring centers. 
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The value of σ1 is approximately (102-104) times less than σ0, partly because of the 

smaller density of localized states and their low mobilites. 

 (c) Hopping conduction near the Fermi level 

This third contribution to conductivity in an amorphous semiconductor is 

analogous to impurity conduction in heavily doped semiconductors. In this case the 

conductivity is given by the third term on the R.H.S. of equation (2-7).In the present 

study results on the D.C conductivity of thin film sample of amorphous Sb20Bi20Se(60-

x)Inx semiconductor. 

2.6 Switching in Alloys Glasses 

The realization that films of chalcogenide alloys show fast and reversible 

switching from a high to a low resistance state [66] was one reason for the rapid 

growing interest in these materials from year 1968 onwards. There are, of course, many 

forms of switching which can occur in a wide variety of materials and even in liquid 

alloys of S, Se and Te [67]; it is unlikely that the same mechanism is responsible in all 

cases. The current–voltage characteristics a typical glass switching device is shown in 

Fig. (2.8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure(2.8): Current – Voltage characteristic curve (I-V) of switch Ih denote 

current. 
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The current is ON state depends on temperature or voltage, and the current is 

maintained unless the “holding current drops below some critical value. In the memory 

switch, constructed from a less stable alloy (e.g. Ge17 Te19 Sb2 S2), partial crystallization 

of a conducting channel occurs in some milliseconds after threshold switching, memory 

switching occurs due to formation of a filamentary path which is crystalline in nature 

soon after the formation of a crystalline filament, the D.C. conductance increase by 

many orders of magnitude and the device gets locked in the ON state even after removal 

of the applied DC voltage. Fig.(2.9) shows the dynamic I-V characteristic curve for thin 

film of amorphous (memory switch). A forming process may occur during the initial 

switching event, but switches can be constructed in which no forming occurs. The main 

contraversy about the mechanism of switching in these devices has been whether it is 

thermal, (a hot conducting channel being formed leading to negative resistance), or 

whether some electronic process [68] like double injection is involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure(2.9): Dynamic (I-V) characteristic curve for thin film of amorphous 

semiconductor (Memory switch) 

       A system in which switching is probably thermal is the vandate glass switching 

investigated by Higgins [69] and by earlier workers. However, the evidence, reviewed 
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 by Adler et al [70], suggests strongly that thermal mechanism is not the correct model 

for the chalcogenide glasses. 

2.7 Radiation sources 

The sources of radiation, which are used in radiation studies and applications, can 

be divided into two groups, those employing natural and artificial radioactive isotopes, 

and those that employ some form of particle accelerator. The first group consists of the 

classical radiation sources, radium and radon, and such artificial radioisotopes as cobalt-

60 cesium-137, and of various types, and accelerators such as van de Graaff accelerator 

and cyclotron used to generate beams of positive ions. Nuclear reactors have also 

currently, the most widely used radiation sources are cobalt -60(γ-radiation) and 

electron accelerators (electron beam). 

Choice of a particular radiation source is generally dependent on the nature and 

size of the object to be irradiated. Gaseous materials can be irradiated successful using 

any type of ionizing radiation, but irradiation of bulk liquid or solid samples requires 

one of the more penetrating and ionizing radiations such as (γ-radiation) or a beam of 

energetic electrons in MeV range. Less penetrating radiations such as α or β radiation or 

lower-energy electrons can be used if irradiation is to be restricted to the surface layers 

of the sample. 

2.7.1 Gamma radiation  

Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiation of nuclear origin with wave lengths 

in the region of 3×10-11 m to 3×10-13 m. I t is more convenient to describe the radiation 

in terms of energy than in terms of wavelength since it is the energy absorbed from  the 

radiation is basically of interest. The relationship between wavelength and energy is: 

/E hc λ=                                                                                                                    (2.8) 
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Where h is plank's constant, c is the velocity of light, and λ is the wave length. 

Substituting for the constants gives 

6( ) (1.24 10 ) / ( )E eV mλ−= ×                                                                                   (2.9) 

In terms of energy the wave length range 3×10-11 m to 3×10-13m becomes approximately 

40KeV to 4 MeV. The γ-rays emitted by radioactive isotopes are either monoenergetic 

or have a small number of discrete energies. Cobalt-60,for example, gives equal 

numbers of gamma photons of energy 1.332 and 1.173 MeV. 

2.7.2. Interaction Of gamma Radiation with matter 

In passing through matter, γ-radiation interacts with matter in a variety of 

processes. The three main processes are the photo electric effect, Compton scattering 

and pair production. The probability of each of these interactions depends on the energy 

of the incident photon. At low energies, the Compton Effect dominates, and at high 

energies pair production dominates as shown in Fig. (2-10, 11). 

(i) photo electric effect 

When γ-rays are incident on a solid, a single electron absorbs the incident photon 

and becomes exited to the conduction band or ejected from the atom. This ejected 

electron will collide with other electrons, sharing the electron. This will result in many 

electrons exited to the conduction band, each with roughly the same energy. Eventually, 

these electrons will fall back to the more stable ground state. When this occurs, each 

will emit a photon with energy approximately equal to the band gap. Because this 

process happens so quickly, all the electrons will fall back to the ground state at roughly 

the same time. The photoelectric effect is the dominant energy transfer mechanism for 

X and γ-ray photons with energies below 50 Kev. 
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(ii) Compton scattering 

When a γ-ray collide elastically with an electron, the electron absorbs some of the 

energy, and the photon continues in a new direction with less energy and a longer 

wavelength. The amount of energy absorbed by the electron is dependent on the 

scattering angle of the γ-photon after collision takes place. When maximum energy is 

transferred to the electron, the rebound photon has maximum wavelength and minimum 

energy. Compton scattering is thought to be the principal mechanism for γ-rays in the 

intermediate energy range from100 kev to 10Mev. 

(iii) Pair production 

A gamma ray may spontaneously change into an electron and positron pair, in the 

vicinity of the nucleus. A positron is the anti-matter equivalent of an electron. It has the 

same mass as an electron, but it has a positive charge equal in strength to the negative 

charge of an electron .Energy in excess of the equivalent rest mass of the two 

particles(1.02 MeV) Appears as the kinetic energy of the pair and the recoil nucleus. 

The positron has a very short lifetime (if immersed in matter) (about 10-8seconds).At the 

end of its range, it combines with a free electron .The  entire mass  of these  two 

particles is then  converted into two gamma photons of 0.51 MeV, energy each. The 

secondary electrons (or positrons) produced in any of these three processes frequently 

have enough energy to produce many ionization up to the end of range. 
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Figure(2.10):The interaction of gamma rays with matter probabilities 

 

 
Figure(2.11):Mechanism of the interaction of gamma rays with matter 

probabilities. 

2.8. Radiation Effects on Solids 

Historically, one of the earliest examples of the action of radiation on solids was 

the production of pleochroic holes in mica by radiation from inclusions of radioactive 

substances such as uranium or thorium [71]. Early studies of the action of nuclear 

radiations on solids showed, among their effects, that colorless glass becomes colored 

up on exposure to radiation and that the coloration can be removed by the action of heat 
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or light. Clearly, a variety of effects may be observed, depending on the nature of the 

radiation and the solids. Much of the information available is concerned with physical 

rather than chemical effects [72] and no attempt is made here at an exhaustive 

treatment. 

All types of ionizing radiation are able to produce ionized and excited atoms in the 

solid and, when ionizing radiation is absorbed in semiconductor materials a temporary 

change in electrical conductivity is induced by the production of electrons or positive 

holes having sufficient energy to be free to move through the material. In certain 

materials a permanent change in conductivity may be produced by radiation damage. 

This change in conductivity can be measured as a function of the absorbed dose in the 

semiconductor detector, so that the system is then an integrating dosimeter [73-75]. The 

materials most commonly used are Silicon, Germanium, Cadmium Sulfied and recently 

porcelain [76-77] and Oxide Glass [78] 

The theory of radiation damage is based on the assumption that the simplest defect 

arising in a solid is a vacancy or displaced atom with a more or less stable position in 

the interstitial. That is, if the energy transferred to the lattice atom is greater than a 

certain amount, the lattice atom will be displaced to an interstitial position. The 

displaced atom will leave behind a vacancy in the lattice. The result vacancy – 

interstitial pairs is called a “Frenkel pair” [79-86]. Frenkel defects are the simplest point 

defects in lattice and differ from dislocation and from the more complex and extended 

imperfection. 

Frenekel defects are produced uniformly through the lattice. At finite temperature, 

particularly above -173 
o
C, the vacancies are mobile in the solid, and they unite with 

themselves or with impurities in the solid, and from defect complex in order to obtain 

lower energy levels in the forbidden gap. Theoretical analysis of the problem is difficult 
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especially due to the lack of data concerning the exact values of the capture cross–

sections. The number of defects produced by hard radiation and the energy levels of 

such defects can be studied by measuring the electrical conductivity and the Hall Effect. 

Two aspects for the interaction of radiation with matter are recognized. A large 

fraction of the energy of an incident energetic goes in electronic processes (excitation 

and ionization), and this produce, temporary or transient disturbance in the material 

which disappear shortly after the removal of radiation source. The remainder of the 

incident optical energy goes into atomic processes and produce displacement of atoms 

within the solid lattice. The fraction of these displacements which remain after long 

time, (103) seconds at room temperature will be called damage. 

There are many factors influencing the amount and type of damage produced by 

radiation. Some of these factors can be change the results by a factor of 2 or 3, and some 

others change the results by more than an order of magnitude for a given radiation. The 

amount of permanent radiation damage is given by: 

( , , , , )Damage f A B C D E=  

where A, B, C….etc. are all parameters, each depend on 

i. The temperature of sample during irradiation. 

ii. Inactive dissolved impurity concentration. 

iii. P-Type or n–type. 

iv. History after irradiation. 

v. Rate of irradiation. 

So, in studying the damage produced by radiation, these parameters must be known, or 

at least they must be kept constant. Electrons, gamma – rays, neutrons and heavy 

particles, are most interesting types of radiation commonly used in solid state studies. 
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2.8.1. Defect Production by Gamma – Rays 

Gamma rays, like fast electrons produce point defects. The probability of an atom 

being displaced by a direct interaction between gamma – rays and atomic nuclei in 

crystal is very small. 

Most defects are formed by the secondary fast electrons produced as a result of the 

photo electric effect, the gamma rays Compton scattering or/and the electrons – 

positions pairs creation pairs creation formed at high gamma – ray energies .The total 

absorption cross – section of gamma – rays is determined as a result of the above three 

processes. Evans and some others could calculate the probabilities of occurrence for 

each of these events. 
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`Chapter 3 

Experimental Technique 

 
-Introduction 

     This chapter presents the method of preparation of both bulks amorphous Sb20 Bi20 

Se(60-x)Inx, where x = 0, 10, 20, 30  and thin film samples of this composition. It also 

presents the method of preparation of bulk samples and thin film for x-ray diffraction. It 

explains how the d.c conductivity of the thin film samples is measure. It shows how the 

(DTA) technique is used to measure the effect of heat on the bulk sample of the 

composition under uniform rate. The glass transition temperature (Tg), crystalline peak 

temperature (TC), the peak temperature (TP) and the melting point (Tm) of the 

composition are determined by the DTA technique. 

3.1 Preparation of Bulk compositions 

There are at least a dozen of different techniques that can be used to prepare 

materials in the amorphous phase. Of these, two normal ways are commonly used in one 

form or another to produce most non-crystalline material; by cooling from a melt or by 

condensation from the vapour. The first method forms bulk materials while, the second 

yield thin films as in thermal evaporation, sputtering or glow discharge techniques. 

During the preparation of the amorphous material, the faster the rate of cooling or 

deposition the farther the amorphous solid lies from equilibrium .These glasses were 

prepared from Sb, Se, Bi and In elements with purity 99.999 %. These glasses are 

reactive at high temperature with oxygen. Therefore, synthesis was accomplished in 

evacuated clean silica tubes. The tubes were washed by distilled water, and then dried in 

a furnace whose temperature was about100
°

C. For each composition the proper amounts 

of materials were weighted using an electrical balance type (Sartorius) with accuracy  
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±10
-4

gm. The weighted materials were introduced into the cleaned silica tubes and then 

evacuated to about 10
-6

 torr and sealed. The sealed tubes were placed inside the furnace 

and the temperature of the furnace was raised gradually up to 900°C within 1 hour and 

kept constant for 10 hours. Moreover, shaking of the constituent materials inside the 

tube in the furnace was necessary for realizing the homogeneity of the composition. 

After synthesis, the tube was quenched into ice water. The glassy ingots could 

be obtained by drastic quenching. Then materials was removed from the tubes and kept 

in dry atmosphere. The ingot materials were identified as glass due to their bright 

features. The proper ingots were confirmed to be completely amorphous using x-ray 

diffraction and differential thermal analysis. Homogeneity of the prepared samples was 

proved by determination of density of different parts. This is illustrated in Fig.(3-1). 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure(3-1): Silica tubes used for bulk amorphous semiconductors preparation. 
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             Figure(3-2):Design flowchart for Preparation of bulk 

                                  amorphous Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx. 

 

 

 

 

 

Weighted of each component in composition. 

Washing silica tubes with distilled water and dried in a 

furnace whose temperature about 100 °C. 

Weighted materials introduced into the cleaned silica 

tubes. 

Cleaned silica tubes evacuated to about 10
-6

 torr and 

sealed. 

The sealed tubes placed inside the furnace and the 

temperature of the furnace was raised gradually up to 

900°C within 1 hour and kept constant for 10hours. 

Shaking the constituent materials inside the tube in the 

furnace is necessary for realizing the homogeneity of 

the composition. 

After synthesis the tube was quenched into ice water.  

Materials removed from the tubes and kept in dry 

atmosphere.  
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3.2 Preparation of Thin Films 

Thin films of the selected compositions were prepared by the most widely used 

technique known as thermal evaporation technique of bulk samples on to glass 

substrates for both optical and dc conductivity measurements in order to prepare well 

formed and homogenous films onto glass substrates  and homogenous glass substrate 

with low surface roughness the following steps were carried out: 

i) Cleaning the substrate 

• The substrate were washed several times using hot distilled 

               water soap. 

• Then substrates were exposed to ultrasonic waves using Branson-120 

device for 15 minutes in a solution of distilled water and ethyl alcohol. 

• Finally the substrates were washed with distilled water and ethyl alcohol 

separately and then, dried is an oven. 

ii) Thermal deposition of thin film 

An Edward 306E coating unit shown in Fig. (3-3) was used for thin film 

deposition. The vacuum system consists mainly of a rotary pump, diffuse pump penning 

bridge for measuring vacuum, high A.C. current source and the bell jar. A specially 

designed silica boat had been used for evaporation instead of using metallic boats to 

obtain highly homogeneous uniform films. The silica boat was used to omit the 

probability of contamination by the metallic boat. The heating of the silica boat was 

achieved by spiral tungsten wire. The silica boat had to be cleaned every time before 

evaporation. This was accomplished by using hydrochloric acid, then washing several 

times with boiled distilled water and finally it was dried in a furnace, whose temperature  
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was about 100 °C. The Fig.(3-4) illustrated a flow chart for Preparation of  

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx films and Fig. (3-5) showed that the copper mask designed for 

E-306A. 
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                       (a)                                                                          (b)                        
     

Figure(3-3): (a) schematic diagram 

                      (b) captured photo Vacuum coating unit 
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Figure(3-4): Design flowchart for Preparation of 

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx Films. 
 

 
Figure(3-5): The copper mask designed for E-306A 

Cleaned silica boat every 

time before evaporation by 

using hydrochloric acid. 

Washing several times with 

boiled distilled water and 

dried in furnace whose 

temperature was about 100 

°C. 

The heating of the silica boat 

was achieved by spiral 

tungsten wire , 

Edward 306E coating unit 

was used for thin film 

deposition at a pressure of 

10-6 torr. 

The distance between the 

substrate and upper ends of 

the boat was adjusted to be 

14cm. 

The vacuum system was 

turned ON until the vacuum 

inside the bell jar reached 

10
-6

 torr 

During the deposition 

process (at normal 

incidence), the substrate 

were suitably rotated in 

order to obtain films of 

uniform thickness 

The thickness of the 

prepared thin film samples 

was measured by using 

thickness monitor 
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3.3. Methods for thin film thickness measurement 

The film thickness is one of the most important parameters, that the thin film 

properties show a high degree of dependence on it, so it should be measured accurately. 

In the present, the film thickness was measured by Appling common technique: 

• A monitoring technique using a quartz crystal thickness monitor 

      as shown in Fig. (3-6). 

 

 
  

Figure(3.6): Thicknesses monitor (TM-200) 

3.3.1 Quartz crystal thickness monitor technique 

In this method, the film was deposited onto one electrode of a quartz crystal 

connected to an oscillator to an oscillator circuit. The crystal thickness (dq) has the 

fundamental resonance frequency (f) [87] 

/ 2 /p q qf V d C d= =                                                                                                  (3.1) 

where VP is the velocity of transverse elastic wave in the direction of the thickness dq 

and C is the frequency constant .When a certain amount of the material is deposited on 

the quartz crystal; the thickness will be increased by δdq, where 

/q qd m Aδ δ ρ=                                                                                                           (3.2) 

where δm is the mass of the deposited film, ρq is the density of quartz and A is the film 

area on the crystal.  
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Due to increase in the mass, the frequency will change byδƒ, where 

2( / ).( / )qf f C m Aδ δ ρ=                                                                                        (3.3) 

The linear dependence of δƒ on δm was given by the above equation, which has a 

limited range of validity for film thickness of approximately 2µ and with thicker film 

the crystal becomes non-linear, The film thickness, d , is determined by 

( / )mD G f ρ= ∆                                                                                                          (3.4) 

where G is a constant in (gm/Hz.cm2),∆ƒ is the frequency change(in Hz),ρm is the 

material density(in gm.cm-3). 

3.4. Density Determination 

Density is important physical parameter which is related to other physical 

properties of the material and also is used to examine the homogeneity of the as 

prepared materials. The density of the considered samples was determined using the 

method of hydrostatic weight using toluene. A single crystal of germanium was used as 

a reference material for determining the toluene density. The latter has been determined 

from the formula:  

' '

'
air toluene

Getoluene
air

W W
d d

W

−
= ×

                                                                                   (3.5)
 

Where, w' is the weight of single Ge crystal. Then, the sample density was calculated 

from the formula 

air
sample toluene

air toluene

W
d d

W W
= ×

−
                                                                              (3.6) 

 
where w is the weight of the sample. 

while the density dth of the prepared compositions was also calculated 

theoretically using Myuller's formula [88]. 
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where Pi is the fraction of weight of the ith element and di is its density. 

3.5. Structure measurements 

The Structure characteristics of the investigated In-Sb-Se-Bi system in both 

powder and thin film forms have been investigated by: 

1. X-Ray analysis. 

i) X-ray diffraction techniques (XRD). 

ii) Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX). 

2. Diffraction thermal analysis (DTA) Technique. 

3. Scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

A brief description of these methods will be given below. 

1- X-Ray analysis 

X-ray analysis for both bulk and thin films include two analyses for getting 

compositional and structural information about prepared samples. 

i) X-ray diffraction techniques (XRD). 

X-Ray diffraction has been used to investigate and characterize the structure of the 

as prepared samples. This has been done with the aid of a, “Shimadzu XRD-6000’’ as 

shown in Fig.(3.7) diffractmeter which consists of αpw1400/90 stabilized X-ray 

generator, αpw1050/70 vertical goniometer, αpw1995/60 proportional counter and 

αpw1930 electronic panel. Nickel–filtered copper radiation with λ=1.542 Å was used in 

the present investigation.  

The choice of a particular X-ray radiation source of a certain wavelength depends 

on the fact that if the radiation wave length λ is less than that of the absorption edge of  
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the examined sample, large absorption will cause a faint reflection. The filter was 

located between the scatter slit and the count tube. The X- ray has been operated at 50 

kv and 25 mA throughout the measurements. 

A sample of the considered material was ground to fine powder flat rectangular 

specimen holders, made of aluminum, and is used, each with an aperture of 2 x 1 x 0.2 

cm3. The rear of aperture was closed with metal plates. A smooth specimen surface was 

prepared by backing with a glass slide. By an appropriate choice of the slit system, at 

least half of the specimen surface area was examined in each angular range from 10 to 

80 degrees (2θ) X–ray diffraction pattern as shown in figure, was recorded 

automatically by the diffract meter, is essentially a plot of intensities as a function of the 

angle of reflection given by the material. 

The resulting diffraction pattern of crystal comprises both positions and intensities 

of the diffraction effects. 

 

 
 

Figure(3-7): X-ray diffractmeter, “Shimadzu XRD-6000’’ 

Analysis of the position of the diffraction effects leads immediately to a 

knowledge of the size, shape, and orientation of the unit cell, while the position of the 

individual atoms in the cell may be found from the peak intensity measurements. The 
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measured angle (2θ) of the crystalline samples and inter planar (d') are related through 

Bragg’s law. 

1
,

1 sin2 hkhkdn θλ =                                                                                                      (3-8) 
 

Where λ is the wave length of the X–ray source, θ is the Bragg’s angle (angle of 

the incidence or reflection), d'hkI refers to the orientation of the plane, and n is an integer 

equal to 1, 2, 3 ….etc. 

ii) Energy Dispersive X-ray: 

The elemental analysis of the prepared samples in the bulk and thin film form was 

performed by a technique known as Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis In this 

analysis the specimen is subjected to an energetic electron beam(20Kev)resulting in 

production of characteristic X-rays from the specimen surface .The emitted X-ray 

spectrum was in determining qualitatively and quantitatively the composition of each 

sample and to ensure the sample homogeneity as well. The electron beam energy 20kev 

was selected for two reasons; the first is because, the maximum X-ray energy collected 

by the device is 20kev on the X-ray scale. The Second reason is to prevent high 

penetration of the film, since energy greater than 20kev may occur.AJEOL-5400 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with (EDX) attachment was used in determining 

the accurate composition of both bulk and thin film samples. 

2. Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) 

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is the technique of measuring the heat effects 

associated with physical or chemical changes that take place as a substance is heated at 

a constant rate. The appearance of many papers in the last decades in which quantitative 

DTA results showed that under controlled conditions, fairly good quantitative results 

can be obtained also, the availability of better equipment has assisted in getting  
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reproducible conditions. The basic principle of DTA is the measurement of the 

temperature difference between the sample and a reference material as they are heated 

simultaneously under uniform rate. 

A solid state reaction causes an evolution of heat, which is shown as temperature 

difference ∆T between the sample and the reference material [89]. As this heat is 

dissipated to the surroundings, ∆T reduces to zero again. Measurements of the 

temperature T and ∆T over a suitable range gives a thermo gram characteristic of the 

reaction occurred. Accordingly, the DTA curve of Fig.(3-8) continues in an 

approximately rectilinear manner, until the test material undergoes some physical or 

chemical change. 

 
Figure(3-8): Typical  DTA thermogram illustrating the definition of 

the different transition temperature 
 

The curve begins to deviate from the baseline; the first deviation is more 

representative of the start of a transition then the peak. Max Hill and Roy [90] stated 

that the nearest approach to transition temperature is the point at which the curve leaves 

the baseline. This point is difficult to be determined, so the intersection of the baseline 

and the extrapolation of the straight part of the adjacent side of the peak is the glass 

transition temperature Tg, then the curve begins to deviate from the base line forming  
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the crystallization peak at temperature Tc. After that, the curve returns to the new 

baseline. The onset of an endothermic reaction is indicated by the downwards deflection 

of the baseline giving rise to endothermic peak, melting temperature Tm. 

Amicro–DTA apparatus, shimadzu DTA-50 model, was used for the measurement 

of DTA. Fig. (3-9), Fig.(3-10) shows figure and a block diagram illustrating the main 

units of the used DTA.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure(3-9): Captured photo Differential thermal analysis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(3-10): Principle diagram of Differential thermal analysis 
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It is mainly a combination of a sample holder, DA-30 amplifier, control unit and 

two pen recorder R–22T. The control unit permits temperature control for the sample 

holder, also it permits the temperature to be displayed digitally either in C, K or m volts. 

The pen of the recorder provides a mark at every 1 degree or 10 degree on the chart to 

ensure more precise temperature measurement.  

Also, the temperature is simultaneously recorded as a solid line on the chart. The 

heating rate can be adjusted to ten different rates ranging from 1 degree/min up to 100 

degree/min. The experimental conditions adopted were in accordance with the 

recommendations of Machenzi [91]. 

i) Preparation of Samples for DTA Measurements 

The studied samples were 25mg powder of each of the compositions under 

investigation. They were heated up to about 500 °C in aluminum cells. All 

measurements were referenced to a α-Al2O3 powder in Al cell. However, in order to 

obtain good and reproducible results, the following precautions were taking during 

measurements as shown in Fig.(3-11) : 

• The temperature distribution in the sample was made as uniform as possible. 

• The sample must be in good contact with the cell, and the cell must be in good contact 

with the detector. This means that the bottom of the cell must be flat. 

• Nitrogen flow must be allowed at a constant rate of about 50ml/min to prevent 

oxidation of the sample. 
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Figure(3-11): Design flowchart for DTA thin film Preparation. 

 

3-Scanning Electron Microscope technique (SEM) 
 

The morphology of the surface of In-Sb-Se-Bi thin films could be investigated 

using a scanning electron microscope as shown in Fig.(3-12). 

 
 

Figure(3-12): AJEOL-5400 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with (EDX). 

 

25mg powder of each of the composition under 
investigation 

 
Heated up to 500 °C in aluminum cell 

Measurements were referenced to α –Al2O3 powder 
in Al cell 

 
To obtain good results take in to consideration the 
following Temperature distribution in the sample 
was made as uniform as possible. 
 

1- Bottom of the cell must be flat to have good 
contact with the sample. 

 
2- Nitrogen flow must be at constant rate 

50ml/min 
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3.6. Optical Measurements 

Optical transmittance and reflectance for thin film have been measured using 

a double beam (Shimadzu UV-160A) illustrated in Fig.(3-13) Spectrophotometer. 

Values of the absorption coefficient (α) for the Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx (where x=0, 10, 20 

and 30at.%) thin film were calculated from the Transmittance T and Reflectance R. 

According to Tauc's relation for the allowed non-direct transition, the photon energy 

dependence of the absorption coefficient can be described by: 

1 2
0( ) ( )h B h Eα υ = −                                                                                                 (3.9) 

where is a parameter that depend on the transition probability and Eo is the optical 

energy gap. Values of Eo were taken as the intercept of the straight (αhυ)1/2 versus hυ 

line with  the energy axis at(αhυ)1/2=0,where hυ line with the energy axis at 

(αhυ)1/2=0,where hυ is the photon energy .  

 

 
 

Figure(3-13): Shimadzu UV-160A) Spectrophotometer 

 

3.7. Electrical Measurements 

 In order to measure the electrical conductivity of  the Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx (where 

x=0, 10, 20 and 30at.%) thin films , two gold planar electrode with spacing 0.1 cm and 

length1.4 cm as shown in Fig.(3-14) 
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Figure(3-14): Gold planar electrodes 

The D.C conductivity has been measured for thin film samples. Sheet resistance 

has been measured for these films. The resistance value is given by equation 

L
R

db

ρ
=                                                                                                                     (3.10) 

where d is the thickness, b is the length of electrode and L is the distance between 

electrodes. If (L=b), then equation (3-4) becomes 

 

sR R
d

ρ
= =                                                                                                                (3.11) 

So that the resistance Rs of one square of film is independent of the size of the 

square but depend only on resistivity ρ and thickness. The quantity Rs is called the 

“sheet resistance” of the film and is expressed in ohms per square cm. it is a very useful 

quantity that is widely used for comparing films, particularly those of the same material 

deposited under similar conditions. If the thickness is known, the resistivity, is readily 

obtained from: 

sdRρ =                                                                                                                      (3.12) 
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The electrical measurements were carried out in a dry nitrogen atmosphere using a 

specially designed system capable of measuring resistance, Fig. (3-15) Fig.(3-16) shows 

a block diagram of the circuit used for measuring electrical conductivity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure(3-15): Construction used for controlling the temperature of the 
sample in the Range from room temperature to liquid nitrogen 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(3-16): Block diagram of the circuit used for measuring 

electrical conductivity 
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3.8 Preparation of Thin Film for Switching Measurements 

After testing many types of substrate materials, pyrographite was chosen as a 

suitable substrate for thin film evaporation for switching measurements. One surface of 

each substrate is highly polished using three different grades of A1203, finishing with 

the finest. The polished substrates were washed several times with boiled distilled water 

followed by alcohol to remove all traces connected to them during the polishing 

process. After cleaning the substrates, they were dried in a furnace at moderate 

temperature.  

Preparation of thin film samples was performed according to the following procedure as 

shown in Fig.(3-17): 

• Chalcogenide glass of the considered composition was first crushed into 

small grains and introduced into the cleaned dry silica boat which was put in 

its place inside the electrical spiral heater.  

• The highly polished pyrographite substrates were placed horizontally on the 

copper mask, inside the holes with the polished surfaces facing the silica 

boat.  

• The distance between the substrate and the upper end of the boat was 

adjusted to be 14cm. 

• The bell jar was fixed in its place and the vacuum system was turned ON 

until the vacuum inside the bell jar reached (10-6) torr. At such an evacuation 

value, the silica boat which was heated to a sufficiently high temperature 

ensures that evaporation occurs at a suitable rate.  

• The thickness of the prepared thin film samples was measured by using the 

thickness monitor type “TM-200”. 
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Figure(3-17): Design flow for Preparation of thin film amorphous 

Sb20 Bi20 Se(60-x)Inx for switching 
 

A special cell has been constructed for switching measurements. The cell is made 

of Teflon block in order to give high insulation. The complete assembly is shown in 

Fig.(3-18).A longitudinal groove is made to accommodate the upper copper rod 

electrode with a spring around the rod so that it could freely move up or down against 

the spring. A carbon needle is fixed at the lower end of the copper electrode. A copper 

disc is used as a lower electrode which is embedded in the Teflon block and it is 

centered with the longitudinal axis of the upper electrode. The thin film sample on the 

pyrographite substrate is placed between the carbon needle and copper disc electrode 

 

 

Cleaned silica boat every time 
before evaporation by using 

hydrochloric acid 

Washing several times with 
boiled distilled water and dried 
in furnace whose temperature 

was about 100 °C 

Edward 306E coating unit was 
used for thin film deposition at a 

pressure of 10-6 torr 

The heating of the silica boat 
was achieved by spiral tungsten 

wire 

The distance between the 
substrate and upper ends of the 

boat was adjusted to be 14cm 

The vacuum system was turned 
ON until the vacuum inside the 

bell jar reached 10-6 torr 

During the deposition process (at 
normal incidence), the substrate 

(Pyrographite) were suitably 
rotated in order to obtain films of 

uniform thickness 

The thickness of the prepared 
thin film samples was measured 

by using thickness monitor 
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of the measuring cell so that the spring will ensure good contact all the time  

 Fig. (3-19) illustrated the measuring circuits which are connected across the cell.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure(3-18): A special cell construction for I-V measurements 

                       1-Spring                        2-Cylinder copper 
 3-Terminal                    4-Copper nut 

     5-Copper rod                6-Carbon needle 
    7-Sample                      8-Lower electrode 

                        9-Teflon                       10- Copper rod 

 
 

 

Figure(3-19):A Simple Circuit used for measuring I-V characteristics D.C 
 

The resistance R in the circuit is a limiting current one, used to protect the thin 

film against over current during the ON state. Increasing the voltage applied to the 

switch device, leads to a slow increase of the current passing through it.  
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At a certain value of the applied voltage, the current increases while the voltage 

across the switch decreases. This value of the applied voltage is the switching voltage 

vs. the reading of the voltmeter and micrometer were recorded and plotted for each 

sample. 

3.9 Spectrophotometer Measurements 

UV/VIS UVIKON 860 a double beam Spectrophotometer was used to measure 

the optical density (absorbance). It mainly consists of a monochromator that covers the 

range of wavelength from 190–800 µm, beam splitter, detection and recording system, 

the whole system is computer controlled. The light source is a quartz halogen lamp 

integrated with a system of mirrors, a filter wheel; the beam is then splitted in to two 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(3-20): SP8 -200 Optical Diagrams. 

 
beams to pass through the samples and the reference. Fig. (3-20) shows the optics layout 

of the used spectrophotometer. 

The infrared absorption spectra of the studied glass samples were measured using 

Fourier transform (FTIR) Unicam Mattson–1000 spectrophotometer in conjunction with 

KBr disc technique over the spectral range of 400–6000 cm-1. All infrared 
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measurements were carried out in room ambiance. Glass samples of 2 mg were 

thoroughly mixed and ground with 200 mg KBr, after which the mixture was pressed at 

7.5 tons/cm2 for 60 minutes under vacuum to yield transparent discs for mounting and 

absorption spectra measurements. 

3-10 Gamma Irradiation Source  

The gamma  irradiator is housed in a shielding building, constructed upon a 

ground of standard density concrete (2.36 g/cc), having thickness about 120cm, so that no 

one receives more than 10 mr of radiation during40hours/week, or the maximum dose 

rate would not exceed 0.2 mr on all accessible when 1,000,000 curie cobalt radiation 

source is utilized. The new irradiation facility, Egypt's MEGA, gamma I, supplied as type 

J-6500 by the Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. as shown in Fig.(3-21), at the National 

Center for Radiation Research and Technology, Cairo, has been furnished with a cobalt–

60 source. The source consists of a large planar array of encapsulated Co60 rods 0.18 cm 

in diameter and 20.96 cm in length. Two of such source rod elements are inserted each 

double–walled stainless steel pencil; of external dimension: 1.11 cm in diameter, and 45.2 

cm in length. The pencils are inserted in planar modules 47.5 x 49.5 cm. The source rack 

composed of six modules each having 42 source pencils and the maximum plaque 

capacity 252 pencils. 

The samples were fixed facing the source at a distance of 15cm. At each a 

position, the dose rate was 5.56 Gray / sec. At the time of the present measurements the 

thin film samples were irradiated at room temperature, and the absorbed dose was 

measured by using standard calibrated Perspex dosimeter.  
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Fig. (3-19) J6500 Irradiator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(3-21): J6500 Irradiator 
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Results and Discussions 

This chapter deals with the experimental results, of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx, 

investigated by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) and differential thermal analysis 

(DTA) for the powder and thin film at constant thickness 100 nm. The surface 

morphology was investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

4.1 X-ray Diffraction Identification of Bulk Samples. 

The X-ray diffraction technique was used to investigate the structure and character 

of our system Sb20 Bi20Se(60-x)Inx,(where x=0, 10, 20 and 30%) .The X-ray diffraction 

patterns of the amorphous prepared Samples are shown in Fig.(4-1). 

 
Figure(4.1): X-Ray Diffraction patterns of bulk sample of system 

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx (where x=0, 10, 20 and 30%). 
 

The patterns show the characteristic diffraction peaks which reflect the absence of 

regular crystalline structure. Such a diffraction pattern characterizes the pure amorphous 

state of the investigated samples. 
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The X-ray diffraction technique is considered to be as complementary to 

differential thermal analysis (DTA) technique and ensures that all the prepared samples 

of our system are amorphous. 

The diffraction patterns show a two stepped humps around the Bragg's angles; 

(12-18) and (25-32) degrees (2θ), respectively. The Second hump the highest intensity 

and occupies the largest angular range. This means that this second step possesses the 

highest contribution of diffracting atomic planes in the present domains. 

4.2 Scanning electron microscope technique 

The morphology of the samples can be investigated by Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM).The sample was fractured and gold coated before SEM examination 

to study the internal morphology as well as surface. The scanning micrographs of 

specimens of different composition are shown in Fig (4.2.a) shows the SEM 

micrographs of Se-Bi-Sb film deposited at room temperature .The film consisted of 

individual grains, which are irregular in size and shape and separated by well-defined 

inter-grain boundaries .A Similar image contrast has also been observed in other thin 

films of amorphous elemental and compound semiconductor. 

By adding In in Fig.(4.2b) further separation of the surrounding media gives rise to 

large grains in size  then a large grains can be seen in Fig.(4.2c) for partially crystallite 

at x=20 at % . In Fig.(4.2d) the grains size become smaller for x=30 at % and the 

number of grains become larger. 
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(a)                                                                  (b) 

                  

(c)                                                                 (d) 

                            
 

Figure(4-2): A SEM photograph of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx 

(a) bulk,                   (b) x=10% 

            (c) where x=20 %   (d) where x=30 % 

4.3 Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) 

The two categories of materials useful for threshold and memory devices, 

respectively, are (A) those whose structure does not change during the device operation 

and (B) those whose structure can be changed in a controlled and reproducible manner. 

 Real materials only approximate these idealized situations, and other factors 

besides composition affect the stability and reproducibility of non- crystalline solids in 

devices, such as contact, the substrate materials, and preparation and surface conditions. 

Stable vitreous semiconductors of type (A) are found among the three-dimensionally 

cross-linked chalcogenide alloy glasses. There appear to be specific compositions in 

each glass-forming system which are particularly stable by having an optimum number 

of stable bonds and cross linked chalcogenide alloy glasses. There appear to be specific  
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compositions in each glass- forming system which are particularly stable by having an 

optimum number of stable bonds and crosslink. They can be heated to the molten state 

and slowly cooled without devitrification or phase separation. Increasing the number of 

component of similar bond strength in a glass stabilizes its structure. At the same time, 

however, the numbers of possible compositions increases, which may phase separate. 

An extensive study of stability and the extent of glass forming regions 

chalcogenide alloys have been performed by Hilton, Joes. Brau (1964, 1966a, 1966b) 

[92]. 

 

Figure(4.3): DTA measurements for Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)InX  glasses 

heating rate 10 c/min. 
 

An endothermic peak in the DTA curve results from an increase in specific heat at 

the glass transition temperature Tg. The absence of any sharp exothermic peak in the 

DTA curve is good indicator for the absence of the structural changes as shown in  

Fig (4-3). 
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4.4 The density dependence of (In) content. 

The density of the as prepared glasses of the system Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx films has 

been determined by the hydrostatic method with an accuracy of ±0.05%.The obtained 

results are given in table (4-1) where it is noticed that the density increases by 

increasing In from 5.691gm/cm3 for the composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx at x=0% up to 

5.786 gm/cm3 for composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx at x=30%. The atomic volume of In is 

greater than that of Se which means that the molecular weight of a given volume 

increases by increasing In content.  

In at% Composition dTh  gm/cm3 dExp(gm/cm3) 

0 Sb20Bi20Se60 5.685 5.691 

10 Sb20Bi20Se50In10 5.928 5.723 

20 Sb20Bi20Se40In20 6.192 5.764 

30 Sb20Bi20Se30In30 6.481 5.786 
 

Table(4-1): The composition dependence of density. 

 

As it is known, the change of density is related to the change in the atomic weight 

and the atomic volume of the elements constituting the system. The atomic weights of 

Sb, Se, Bi and In are 121.75, 78.96, 208.980 and 114.82 and their respective atomic 

radii are1.59, 1.40, 1.70, 1.66 respectively. Fig. (4-4) represents the relation between the 

density and In content. It is clear that there is a linear dependence up to a volume of 

almost 30%In. It does not change appreciably.  
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Figure(4-4): Dependence of density on In content in the system 

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx (with x=0, 10, 20 and 30) 
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4.5 Optical band Gap of Sb Bi Se In Thin Films 
 

Ioffe and Regel [93] suggested that the bonding character in the nearest neighbor 

region, which is described by the coordination number (the degree of cross linking), 

characterizes the electronic properties of the semiconducting materials. It is well known 

that the coordination number of covalently bonded atoms in glass is given by the so-

called 8 − N rule, where N is the number of outer-shell electrons [94]. The numbers of 

the nearest neighbor atoms for Sb, Bi, Se, and In are calculated and listed in Table (4-2). 

Table(4-2):Values of optical band gap, density, coordination number, Bond energy, 

heat of atomization (Hs), Radius, cohesive energies (C.E), electronegativities and 

atomic weights of Sb, Bi, Se, In used for calculation. 

 
Physical characteristics Sb Bi Se In 
Energy gap(ev) 0.15 0.407 1.95 1.74 
Density(g/cm3) 6.62 9.8 4.79 7.31 
coordination no. 3 3 2 3 
Bond energy(kcal/mol) 30.22 44.02 30.9 24.2 
Hs(kcal/mol) 67.98 49.40 54.17 58.23 
Electronegativity 2.05 1.9 2.4 1.7 
Radius(pm) 140 160 115 155 
C.E(ev/atom) 2.75 2.17 2.45 2.51 
Atomic weights 121.75 208.98 78.96 114.82 

 

The average coordination number is defined simply as the atom-averaged covalent 

coordination of the constituent [95].In the quaternary compounds AαBβCγDλ the 

averaged coordination number is generalized as: 

 

λγβα

λγβα

+++

+++
=

)()()()( DNCNBNAN
N cocococo

co                                                          (4-1) 

 

For our compound the average coordination number is given by the following 2nd 

relation [96]: 

 

InSeBiSbN co ×+×+×+×= 3233                                                                           (4-2) 
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The degree of cross linking has a profound effect on the thermal and mechanical 

properties of chalcogenide gasses, because increasing cross linking makes the atoms 

become more tightly bound [97]. 

The determination of Nco allows estimation of the number of constraints (Ns). This 

parameter is closely related to the glass-transition temperature and associated properties. 

For a material with the coordination number Nco, Ns can be expressed as the sum of the 

radial and angular valence force constraints [98]: 

 

( )32
2

−+= co

co

s N
N

N                                                                                                  (4-3) 

 

The calculated values of Nco  and Ns for the Sb20Bi20Se60-xInx system are given in 

Table(4-3).The parameter r, which determines the deviation of stoichiometry and is 

expressed by the ratio of the covalent bonding possibilities of chalcogen atoms to that of 

non- chalcogen atoms, was calculated using the following relation [99,100]: 

 

)()(20)(20
)()60(

InxNBiNSbN

SeNcox
r

cococo ++

−
=                                                                       (4-4) 

 

The calculated values of r for the Sb20Bi20Se60-xInx system are given in Table (4-3). 

According to Pauling[101], the heat of atomization Hs (A−B ) at standard 

temperature and pressure of a binary semiconductor formed from atoms A and B is the 

sum of the heats of formation ∆H and the average of the heats of atomization A and B 

corresponding to the average non-polar bond energy of the two atoms [102,103]: 

 

)(
2
1

)( B

s

A

ss HHHBAH ++∆=−                                                                             (4-5) 

 

∆H is proportional to the square of the difference between the electro negativities 

χA  and χB  of the two atoms: 

 
2)( BAH χχα −∆                                                                                                           (4-6) 
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∆H that is strongly correlated with the difference in the ionicities of different 

atoms is small compared to the cohesive energy, because the electro negativities of the 

average coordination number instead of the isostructure of crystalline semiconductors 

constituent elements such as Bi, Sb, Se are very similar. In most cases, the heat of 

formation of chalcogenide glasses is unknown. In the few materials for which it is 

known, the heat of formation ∆H is about 10% of the heat of atomization and, therefore, 

can be neglected. 

To extend the idea to quaternary and higher order semiconductor compounds, the 

average heat of atomization is defined for a compound AαBβCγDλ as [104,105]: 

 

λγβα

λγβα

+++

+++
=

D

ss
CB

ss
A

HHHH
Hs                                                                           (4-7) 

 

The values of Hs for Sb20Bi20Se60-xInx alloys obtained values of HS of Bi, Sb, Se 

and In are given in Table (4-3). The values of HS increase with increasing In content. To 

correlate HS with Eg in non crystalline solids, it is reasonable to use the average 

coordination number instead of the isostructure of crystalline semiconductors.  

 

Table(4-3): Some physical parameters as function of In content for Sb20Bi20Se60-

xInx (where x = 0, 10, 20, 30 at %) thin film. 
 

Composition 
 Nco Ns r 

Hs 
 
(kcal/mol) 

H/Nco 
Eg,th 
 
(ev) 

Eg,exp 
(ev) 

dth 
 
(g/cm3) 

dexp 
 
(g/cm3) 

CE 
 
(ev/atom) 

Sb20Bi20Se60 2.4 3 1 55.979 23.33 1.2814 1.89x10
-3

 5.685 5.691 3.884 
 

Sb20Bi20Se50In10 2.5 3.25 0.666 56.385 22.55 1.2604 1.86x10
-3

 5.928 5.723 3.607 

Sb20Bi20Se40In20 2.6 3.50 0.444 56.7913 21.84 1.2394 1.81x10
-3

 6.192 5.764 3.329 

Sb20Bi20Se30In30 2.7 3.75 0.285 56.1973 21.18 1.2184 1.79x10
-3

 6.481 5.786 3.053 
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It was found that the variation in the theoretical values of the energy gap (Eg,th) 

with composition in quaternary alloys can be described by the following simple relation: 

 

gBgAgAB EEE )1()( Υ−+Υ=Υ                                                                                       (4-8) 
 

where Y is the volume fraction of element for quaternary alloys: 
 

)()()()()(, DdECcEBbEAaEABCDE ggggthg +++=                                                (4-9) 
 

where a ,b ,c and d are the volume fractions of the elements A, B, C and D respectively. 

Eg(A), Eg(B), Eg(C) and Eg(D) are the corresponding optical gaps. The conversion from 

a volume fraction to atomic percentage is made using the atomic weights and densities 

tabulated in Table(4-2)[106].The calculations of (Eg,th) based on the above equation for 

the Sb20 Bi20Se(60-x) Inx Films, are given in Table(4.3), which reveals that the addition of 

In led to change in the considered properties. To emphasize the relationship between Eg 

and the average bond strength more clearly, Eg is compared with HS/Nco which is the 

average single –bond energy in the alloy. One observes that Eg ,as well as HS/Nco 

decrease with increasing In content, suggesting that one of the main factors determining 

Eg is the average single bond in the alloy[107].Transmission spectra, corresponding to 

amorphous Sb20Bi20Se(60-x) Inx thin films before and after radiation of 15Mrad are 

plotted in Figs.(4.5,6) and shows a clear ultraviolet shift of the interference free region 

with increasing In content. 
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Figuer(4.5): Transmission spectra of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx thin film 

(where x=0, 10, 20,30 at.%) before using gamma radiation. 
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        Figure(4.6): Transmission spectra of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx thin film 

(where x = 0, 10, 20,30 at.%) after using gamma radiation of 15 mega rad. 
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The values of the absorption coefficient (α) for the studied films were calculated from 

transmittance T and reflectance R using the equation: 

 

T

R

d

2)1(
ln

1 −
=α                                                                                                        (4.10) 

 

where d is the thickness of the film. Upon γ- irradiation within doses up to 15 Mega rad, 

it seems that the γ - irradiation, produce non –direct transition changes on the thin film. 

This is shown in Fig.(4.8). 
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Figure(4.7): Absorption coefficient of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx thin flim 

(where x = 0, 10, 20,30 at.%) before using gamma radiation. 
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      Figure(4.8): Optical absorption coefficient of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx thin film 

(where x = 0, 10, 20,30mat.%) after using gamma radiation of 15 mega rad. 

 
According to Tauc,s relation[108,109] for the allowed non-direct transition ,the 

photon energy dependence of the absorption coefficient can be described by: 

)()( 2/1
gEhh −= υβυα                                                                                               (4.11) 

 

where B is a parameter that depends on the transition probability. Figs.(4-9,10) are a 

best fit of (αhυ)1/2versus photon energy(hυ) for Sb20 Bi20Se(60-x) Inx thin films before and 

after radiation of 15 mega rad. The intercepts of the straight lines with the photon 

energy axis give the values of the optical band gap.  
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Figure(4-9): Best fit of (αhυ)1/2versus photon energy(hυ) for Sb20 Bi20Se(60-x) Inx 

    thin films where x = 0, 10, 20,30 at.%) before using gamma radiation. 
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Figure(4-10): Best fit of (αhυ)1/2versus photon energy(hυ) for Sb20 Bi20Se(60-x) Inx 

thin films (where x = 0, 10, 20,30 at.%) after using radiation of 15 mega rad. 

The variation in Eg as a function of In content are shown in Fig. (4.11). It is clear that Eg 

decreases with increasing In content of the investigated films. 
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Figure(4.11): Variation in the optical band gap (Eg) as function of In content for 

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx thin films (where x= 0, 10, 20,30 at.%). 

 

The bond energies of films are listed in Table (4.4).By increasing the In content, 

the average bond strength of the compound decrease and hence Eg will decrease. 
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Table(4.4): Bond energy, probabilities and relative probabilities for formation of 

various bonds in Sb- Bi– Se– In glasses, taking the probability of In-Se bonds as 

unity. 

 

 
 

The possible bond distribution at various compositions was determined using 

chemically ordered network (CNO) model [110]. This model assumes that a) atoms 

combine more favorably with atoms of different kinds than with the same and b) bonds 

are formed in the sequence of the bond energies. The bond energies D (A-B) for 

heteronuclear bonds have been calculated by using the empirical relation [111], 

Proposed by Pauling [112], where D (A-A) and D (B-B) are the energies of the 

homonuclear bonds (in units of Kcal/mol) [113], χA and χB are the electro negativities 

for the involved atoms [114]. 

22/1 )(30)]().([)( BABBDAADBAD χχ −+−−=−                                                 (4.12) 

At elevated temperatures, energy bonding effects can influence the film 

composition. This is because more energy is available to the atoms striking a hot 

substrate, and they can adjust themselves after striking to form more favorable (i.e. 

higher energy) bonds. Thus, for the present material, more Indium might be 

incorporated into the films at higher temperatures, because it is possible for Indium to 

form relatively strong bonds with other constituents. This hypothesis is supported by the 

contents of Table (4.4), which lists the relative order of the bond energies of the ten 

possible bonds in the Sb −Bi −Se −In system. The hetero-atom single-bond energies 

B

o
n

Bond 

energy 

Probability  Relative 

probability 

In-Se 47.33 6.06*1034 1 

Bi-Se  44.38 4.12*10
32

 6.798*10
-3

 

Se-Se 44.02  2.24*1032 3.696*10-3 

Sb-Se 40.15 3.19*10
29

 5.25*10
-6

 

Bi-Sb 31.233 8.998*1022 7.818*10-13 

Sb-In 30.72 5.11*10
22

 8.432*10
-13

 

Bi-Bi 30.9 5.11*10
22

 6.21110
-13

 

Sb-Sb 30.22 3.764*10
22

 2.674*10
-13

 

Bi-In 28.54 9.37*10
20

 1.546*10
-14

 

In-In 24.2 6.08*10
17

 1.0033*10
-17
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 were calculated from the average of the homo- atom single-bond energies for 

antimony, bismuth, selenium and indium, with addition of ionic contribution 

proportional to the square of the electro negatives difference between the elements. 

Knowing the bond energies, we can estimate the cohesive energy (CE), i.e. the 

stabilization energy of an infinitely large cluster of the material per atom, by summing 

the bond energies over all the bonds expected in the system under test .The CE of the 

prepared samples is evaluated from the following equation [115]. 

∑ 







=

100
ii DC

CE                                                                                                         (4.13) 

where Ci and Di are the number of the expected chemical bonds and the energy of each 

corresponding bond. The calculated values of CE for all compositions are presented in 

Table (4.3) . CE decreases with increasing In content. Increasing the In content leads to 

an increase in the average molecular weight. This increases the rigidity (strength) of the 

system. 

This approach explains the behaviour in terms of the cohesive energy. It allows 

determination of the number of possible bonds and their type (heteropolar and 

homopolar). The energies of various possible bonds in the Sb-Bi-Se-In system are given 

in Table 3. Depending on the bond energy D, the relative probability of its formation 

was calculated [116] using the probability function exp(D/kT) and listed in Table 

3.Bonds, such as Sb-Sb, Bi-Bi, Se-Se, and In-In bonds exist with high priority in the Sb-

Bi-Se-In system 








 ××
=

2476
19.41000)/(

Pr
molKCalEnergybond

Expobobility                                  (4.14) 
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4.6 The Effect of In Content on Conductivity. 

The dependence of lnσ on the reciprocal temperature in the range (-110oC to 

85oC) is illustrated in Fig.(4-12). All samples exhibit common patterns, where two 

regions of conductivity are observed. The activation energy, pre-exponential factors of 

the two regions were estimated and listed in Table (4-5) 

 

)( 11

1

−−Ω Cm

σ
 

)( 11

0

−−Ω Cm

σ
 σln  

)(ev

Eσ∆
 Ratio % 

2.44×10-8 44×10-2 -26.3 1.60 x=0 

1.35×10-10 41.2×10-2 -24.3 1.39 x=10 

3.74×10-11 28×10-2 -24.12 0.99 x=20 

3.3×10-12 27.5×10-2 -22.70 0.79 x=30 

 

C

Tg

0
 

)(

.

ev

EC
 

)(
1

ev

E
 TR.lnσ  

)( 11

.

−−Ω Cm

TRσ
 

250 3.884 0.86 -24.5 2.29×10-11 

255 
 
3.607 0.23 -24.99 1.39×10-11 

330 
 
3.329 0.22 -25.19 1.14×10-11 

360 
 
3.053 0.14 -22.50 1.7×10-10 

 

Table(4-5): Compositional dependence of the electrical characteristic 

quantities for the thin film glasses in the system Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx 

where x=0, 10, 20 and 30 at constant thickness 100 nm. 
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Figure(4-12): Variation of ln (σσσσ) vs reciprocal absolute temperature for films 

of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx where x=0, 10, 20 and 30 %at constant thickness 100nm. 

 
The values obtained for the first region σ0×10-2

 suggest that the conduction 

mechanism in the high temperature region is band like conduction through extended 

states. It is also observed that σ decreases with the decrease of temperature which gives 

an indication for the increase of density of localized states. Similar behavior has also 

been observed for Sb-Se-Bi-In composition by Majid [117]. 

 
Fig.(4-13) illustrates the effect of In content on the value of σ .It is clear that σ has 

a linear inverse linear relation with In content. This indicates that addition of In leads to 

an increase of both the density of localized states and the carrier mobility. 
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Figure(4.13): Variation of σσσσ as a function of In content. 
 

To check the validity of compensation law, the pre-exponential factor σ0 against 

the activation energy ∆E is shown in Fig. (4.14). 
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Figure(4.14): Variation of of σσσσ as a function of activation energy. 
 

The observed dependence indicates that Sb-Se-Bi-In obeys the compensation law 

[118-119]. Such behavior was also observed by Majid [117]. However, it is worth 

mentioning that Mott and Davis argued that three is no definite correlation between the 

intercept σ and the activation energy ∆E as shown in Fig.(4-14). 
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The values of ∆E decrease linearly by increasing In content as shown in 

Fig.(4-15). This effect is most likely due to the reduction of the average binding energy 

by In addition. To check this argument, the cohesive energy C.E. was calculated for the 

investigated four compositions, Table (4.3). It is clear that C.E. decrease by increasing 

In content which is in good agreement with the above assumptions. 
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Figure(4.15): Variation of activation energy and cohesive energy as a 

function of In content. 

On the other hand, in the low temperature range of Fig. (4-12), it seems that the 

dominant mechanism is the hopping around Fermi level. This assumption is based on 

the values of σ2 obtained. The values obtained for the pre-exponential factor of the 

second region ensure the fact that such systems behave as heavily doped 

semiconductors. It is worth mentioning that the variable range hopping is not favorable 

in chalcogenide glasses based on magnetic susceptibility. 

4.7 Switching Characteristics of Amorphous Semiconductor 

 

It is now clear that the threshold switching which characterizes thin films of multi 

component chalcogenide glasses, first reported by Ovshinsky [120], represents 

qualitatively different phenomena with unique properties. When voltage is first applied 
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to a switching device the resistance is very high, this is called the OFF state. If an 

applied voltage, VS, known as the threshold voltage, is exceeded, the device switches 

into a low resistance state. The ON state current- voltage characteristic is non ohmic, the 

dynamic resistance being of the order of 10 ohms. As long as a minimum voltage, Vh, 

known as holding voltage is maintained through the device, it stays in the ON state, if 

the voltage falls below Vh, corresponding to the holding current Ih, the device returns to 

the OFF state. 

Since the switching process takes place in a very short time (10-10 sec), it was 

difficult to record any reading during this time. We could only record current and 

voltage before switching and their values after the switching process. 

Adler [121] has reviewed the experimental results on threshold switching in thin 

films of chalcogenide glass. Peterson and Adler [122] have presented a model for the 

recovery of the OFF state after the holding voltage is removed from a chalcogenide 

glass threshold switch. Also, this model is used to predict quantitatively the resistance 

of the device as a function of time for several different values of the operating current. 

Marshall and Owen [123] have developed a model for carrier transport on the basis of 

accumulation-regime field-effect data and transient photo conductivity measurements 

for composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx. Marshall [124] has employed the field effect data to 

calculate the screening length of composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx. Homma, Henisch and 

Ovshinsky  [125] have made systematic and detailed comparison between the threshold 

switching properties of a typical ovonic threshold material (Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx) and  a 

non – chalcogenide alloy (Cd23 Ge12 As65) of nearly equal band gap but higher 

conductivity. Their results Show great similarities and, in this way, suggest that no 

special role is played by lone pair electrons in the mechanism of threshold switching as 

such. On the other hand, the lone pair band in the chalcogenide alloy may be 
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responsible for its much higher degree of stability, i.e., its ability to withstand the 

intense excitation levels prevailing in the ON state. Also, their results provide further 

evidence against thermal interpretations and thereby support electronic models of 

threshold switching for both materials. 

The specimens employed in the present study were prepared by evaporation of 

chalcogenide material onto substrate of pyrographite. The details of specimen 

preparation and the measuring mechanism are represented in chapter (3). 

Fig.(4-16) and Table (4.6) shows the current- voltage characteristics for four 

compositions in the system (Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx) where x=0, 10, 20 and 30. From this 

Figure, it is clear that composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx where x=30% has the highest 

threshold voltage Vs =5.8 V  

 
Figure(4.16): ( I-V) Characteristics of D.C switching For the Films  

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx  at const thickness 100nm. 
 

Ratio% Composition Vs(volt) Is (µΑ) Vh(volt) Ih (µA) pt(µWatt) 

0 % Sb20Bi20Se60 1.6 1.2 0.3 48 1.92 

10 % Sb20Bi20Se50In10 2.7 1.8 1.5 28 4.86 

20 % Sb20Bi20Se40In20 2.8 2 1.7 22 5.6 

30 % Sb20Bi20Se30In30 5.8 2.5 4.8 18 14.5 
 

Table(4.6): Switching characteristics of the composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx 

where x=0, 10, 20 and 30%at constant thickness 100nm. 
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4.7.1 Temperature dependence of Switching Characteristics 

Current-voltage measurements have been carried out on the two extreme films 

x=0 and x=30 with a thickness of 100 nm in a temperature range between 298 and 301 

K. The obtained results for these two compositions are given in Fig.(4-17) and Table (4-

7). Since the switching process takes place in a very short time (∼ 10-9 sec). It is 

impossible to record any reading during this time. We could only record current and 

voltage at switching and their respective values after the switching process had been 

accomplished. 

 

 
 

Figure(4.17): Static I-V Characteristics curves For x=0,  30at.% thin film 

                                sample at thickness 100 nm at different ambient temperature T. 

 
Films of the two compositions (x= 0, 30) exhibit the same features. In both films it 

is observed that Vs decreases and the switching current increases by increasing the film 

temperature. This indicates the thermal nature of the switching process in the studied 

compositions of the chalcogenide glass. In such case one should consider the concept of 

filament. The latter is simply the path of the current inside the films which is considered 

to be branched paths. The temperature of such filament path is higher than that of the 
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film. It was impossible to record any reading during this time. We could only record 

current and voltage at switching and their respective values after the switching process 

had been accomplished.  

Temperature inside the filament in the active part of the switch is calculated at the 

threshold voltage and after switching for I-V characteristics of both compositions at 

room temperature using the following relation: 

                    d
TT O

πλ2

Q
+=                                                                            (4.14) 

 

where 

   Q  = Switching power = ISVS. 

   Tο = ambient temperature. 

   λ  = thermal conductivity for the substrate, taken to be 

          0.009 cal/m.sec.°C 

  d   = thin film thickness. 

 
Values of temperature calculated from experimental static I-V characteristics at 

room temperature at the moment of switching and after switching as well as the 

corresponding values of current passing through the switch are given in Table (4-7) for 

the two compositions x=0, 30 of thickness 100 nm. It is found that the addition In 

causes decrease of switching current and switching voltage with the increase of ambient 

temperature. 
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Comp-

osition 

 

 

Filament 

 

Current (µI) 

 

Room  

Tempe-

rature 

 

Ratio% 

 

At(vs) 

 

After(vs) 

 

At(vs) 

After 

switching 

 
oC 

X=0 60oc=333K 147oc=420K 15 105 25 

X=30 50oc=323K 107oc=380K 10 75 28 
 

Table(4.7): Values of filament temperature at Vs and after switching as calculated 

from experimental (I-V) curves and the corresponding values of current for 

samples of the composition  Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx where x= 0, 30 at thickness 100 nm. 
 

The obtained results can be summarized as following: 

Raising the temperature improves the switching characteristics as Vs decreases and Is 

increases.  In other words, raising temperature facilitates switching.  On the other hand, 

the addition of In reduces the filament temperature.  This in turn reduces the switching 

ability. Such effect is consistent with the previously obtained and above mentioned 

result. 

4.8 Theoretical Study of I-V Characteristics of Switching 

The switching process observed in amorphous semiconductor may be explained 

by various models. These models are categorized in to homogenous and heterogeneous 

models. In the former, the semiconducting film is assumed to remain essentially 

homogenous and amorphous during switching. In the former, the semiconducting film is 

assumed to retain essentially homogenous and amorphous during switching [126].In the 

latter, a structure change of the amorphous material takes place in the region of high 

current filament and it does not return to its original amorphous state if the device is 

switched off. All evidences suggest that the forming process creates in the filament 

region a new material whose properties have little relation to the original material 

[127].According to the homogenous model, several trials in the available literature can 
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explain the switching process according to thermal theory[128].As it was mentioned 

resistance of chalcogenide glasses is given by equation(4-15): 

. ( )
2
E

R Const EXP
KT

σ
=                                                                                                (4.15) 

This equation can be obtained in the following form: 

)
11

(
2

)()(
0

0
TTK

E
EXPTRTR

I

V
−== σ                                                                          (4.16) 

where )( OTR  is the resistance at the ambient temperature OT . 

If we take active region of the material under investigation in the form of a sphere 

of diameter ''d'' embedded in a spherical infinite medium of thermal conductivity ''λ''. 

The relation between the temperature increase produced in the active region and 

the power (IV) generated within it can be obtained in the form [129-130] 

d
TT O

πλ2

Q
+=

 
                   

where:                                                                   

Q =IV, The power generated inside the active region of the device. 

λ =the thermal conductivity of substrate material. 

d =is the thickness of thin film sample. 

1 1
( ) ( ) ( )

2O

O

EV
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σ= + −                                                                                (4.17) 

1 1
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1 1
( ) ( )O
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LnV LnI LnR T B
T T
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1 1 1
[ ( )] ( )O

O

LnV LnI LnR T
B T T

− − + =                                                                         (4.20) 

where
 2

E
B

K

σ= . Temperature inside in the active region . 

Equation (4-14) can be obtained in the form: 
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Where M=2πλd. By substituting for T in equation (4-20) we obtain 
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ψ                                              (4.23) 

Using iteration method, a numerical solution for equation was carried out to obtain 

values of current corresponding to values of the applied voltage for all samples prepared 

from the composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx to solve equation(4-14), we used experimental 

"λ'' and the activation energy of the considered composition. The used for λ the value 

0.009cal/cm.sec co. 

4.8.1The Suggested switching model 

The obtained results concerning switching properties allows us to suggest a 

model, if we consider the atoms in chalcogenide glass as balls of different sizes, which 

are interacted in different ways. In other words, they can be considered as set of coupled 

oscillators corresponding to a set of force constants. One should keep in mind that such 

force constants are distributed randomly .In such case one cannot treat every bond 

(force constant) separately. Then a statistical approach should be considered the most 
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approach should be considered. Then a statistical approach is the chemical bond by 

calculating the cohesive energy C.E. 

If C.E. is high, the incoming electric pulse will not affect the atomic position .In 

such case the incoming pulse will affect electrons. The latter is characterized by fast 

(short life time) transitions giving rise to switching phenomena. On the other hand, in 

case of low C.E., the incoming pulse lead to atomic displacement to another metastable 

position giving rise to memory Effect. 

Such Suggestions agree with the experimentally observed data where the 

switching rise time increases by decreasing C.E .i.e., approach memory behavior are 

shown in Fig. (4-18). 

Table (4-8) illustrates the relation between cohesive energy C.E and rise time tr 

For samples of the composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx at const thickness 100nm. 

 

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x) Inx Cohesive energy (ev) Rise time tr 

X=0% 3.884 25 

X=10% 
 

3.607 
40 

X=20% 
 

3.329 
100 

X=30% 
 

3.053 
200 

 

Table(4.8): Values of rise time and cohesive energy for samples of the 

composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx (where x=0,10,20 and 30at.%) 
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Figure(4.18): Relation between rise time and cohesive energy. 

 

4.9. Thermal and Radiation –induced defects in thin film devices 

Turnbull [131] and Rudee [132] had pained out that the mode of the amorphous to 

crystalline transformation yields information about the amorphous phase structure. Two 

techniques are used to study the phase transition in chalcogenide glasses, the isothermal 

technique and non isothermal technique .the methods of differential thermal 

analysis(DTA) has been universally accepted by mineralogical  laboratories as a rapid 

and convenient means for recording the thermal effects that  occur as a sample is heated. 

4.10 Effect of gamma-irradiation of Optical Band Gap 

The γ- radiation had a noticeable effect, for a dose of 15 µRad showed an constant 

value in the transmittance upon the addition of In. 

4.10.1 Effect of Gamma-Irradiation threshold switches  

Threshold switches devices were exposed to different doses up to 15 Mrad for 

glasses x=0 and x=30 at %. Ionization radiation did not cause any significant effects for 

I-V characteristics at room temperature. This work agrees with Nicolaedes [133] which 

had measured switching and memory characteristics of doped and undoped devices, 

prepared by flash evaporation onto a glass substrate of a mixture premelted 
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Sb20Bi20Se(60-x) ,subjected to neutron irradiation up to1015m/cm2(>10Kev).The had 

found  that  no changes in the electrical characteristics of the threshold switching 

devices were noted after neutron  irradiation. 

4.11 Modern Applications of Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx 

Since amorphous chalcogenide s.c. are characterized by their favourable electrical 

properties, low room temperature conductivities and suitable optical properties, the 

investigated system Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx is advantageous in application to modern devices. 

The compound Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx has a suitable optical band gap that lies between  

( 0.7 – 1.7) eV and this range corresponds to the visible optical range.  The optical band 

gap is either low or high.  When it is low, the composition is used as an absorption layer 

in solar cell construction and photocells.  If it is high, the composition is used as a 

window in the IR range, therefore, it is used as a window in IR detection devices. 

Moreover, the investigated composition has proved to have a high absorption 

coefficient 104 cm-1 which enables it to absorb the highest amount of light falling on it.  

It is also characterized by its low thermal expansion coefficient with thermal stability, 

thus it neither expands nor shrinks which makes it convenient for application in solar 

cells that require high thermal stability. 

In the investigated composition, the increase of In content caused an increase in 

the switching rise time that reached 200 nsec and a decrease in the cohesive energy, thus 

improving the switching characteristics of the system. The composition Sb20 Bi20Se(60-x) 

Inx showed good electrical threshold switching characteristics and the power threshold 

switching did not exceed 11 watt, thus encouraging its application as a threshold 

switching device in computer memory arrays, display devices, optical mass memories, 

thin film transistors, solar cells, and electro photographic units 
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Such results satisfy the need for cheap and reliable materials for different 

technological applications which scientists seek to apply in rectifiers, photocells, 

switching and memory devices, detectors and sensors, optical fibers, solar cells, and 

nanotechnology. 

To meet the challenge of the need for chemical information in the fields of 

environmental protection, medical diagnosis as well as chemical process control, food 

inspection,…etc., a great variety of chemical microsensors are currently being 

developed. The composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx here with under study can be applied in 

the production of different types of sensors for environmental applications. 

                                        Sb20Bi20 Se50In0 

 

 
                      Sb20Bi20 Se50 In10                           Sb20Bi20 Se40 In20 

 

Figure(4-19): Array of Sensors of the composition InxSn20Se60-xBi20 
 

Chalcogenide semiconductors have been advanced recently to the point where 

they compete favorably with silicon-based devices which are impractically expensive 

for solar power conversion.  Chalcogenide semiconductors for solar cells are made by 

anodizing Bi in a S, Se, Te electrolyte. They are relatively inexpensive. 
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Figure(4-20): Solar Cell Array 
 

It has also been found that the composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx was almost stable 

against gamma radiation with doses up to 15 MRad, which makes it useful as a shield in 

the components of devices used in gamma radiation.  

4.12 Trends for Future Work 

The present work can be extended to implement amorphous chalcogenide 

semiconductors by different gases with the same components i.e., Sb, Se, Bi and In. 

� Such compositions can find some applications as laser power transmission for 

industrial welding operations and also for microsurgery. 

� Co2 surgical laser operating at 10.6µm have relied on bulky articulated arms to 

deliver the beam to a micromanipulator and on to the site for surgery. 

� Chalcogenide fibers such as Sb-Se-Bi may replace them as a compact fiber optic 

competitor. 

� Produce some economical chalcogenide composition for solar cells. 

� Production of wide IR windows of chalcogenide with high resolution of Fourier 

transform infrared spectrometry as a remote sensing of gases/liquids is another.  
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

The concept of point defects in amorphous materials is now well established and 

they are known to influence the electrical and optical properties in much the same way 

as they do in crystalline semiconductors. Also, the states deeper in the energy gap can 

be classified as extrinsic, in the sense that they arise from point defects whose density is 

a strong function of preparation conditions or post-deposition treatments. 

 

Hence, we have made examination of the structure, micro structure and related 

properties of their amorphous film devices of the compositions under examination. 

 

Four glasses of the system Sb20Bi20Se(60-x ) Inx where x=0, 10, 20 and 30 had been 

prepared from highly pure  Indium, Tin, Selenium and Bismuth (99.9999%purity) 

elements by melting the constituents together under vacuum(10-4torr) in pre cleaned 

silica tubes at 900C  for about 10 hours and subsequently quenching in liquid nitrogen. 

The product ingots were confirmed to be amorphous and homogeneous by X-ray 

diffraction pattern (Co-Kα source), and by differential thermal analysis (DTA). 

The main results can be summarized as follows: 

1. The thin film samples proved to have an amorphous structure 

2. In the same manner, the X-ray diffraction technique proved the absence of any 

regular crystalline structure which ensured the composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x ) Inx     

to be pure amorphous. 
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3. The differential thermal analysis (DTA) measurements showed that the glass 

transition temperature Tg increased with increasing In content. The absence of 

any sharp exothermic peak proved the absence of structural changes. 

4. The density increase by increasing In content from 5.691 gm/cm3 for the 

composition at x=0% up to 5.786 gm/cm3 for composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x) Inx 

at x=30% but does not lead to any change in the competence of atom. 

5. It was found that the electrical conductivity σo decreases with the decrease of 

temperature which is an indication for the increase of density of localized states. 

It was also observed that there is an inverse linear relation between the 

conductivity and In content. 

6. The electrical activation energy (∆E) was found to decrease linearly from 

1.60 eV to 0.79 eV by increasing the In content from x=0 to x=30 in the 

composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x ) Inx.  On the other hand, addition of In has almost 

no effect on Se bonds. It is worth noting that the cohesive energy decreases 

linearly with increasing the In content from 3.884 at x=0% to at 3.053 x=30% 

at constant thickness 100nm. 

7. The addition of In has led to an increase in both the threshold voltage (Vs) and 

threshold current (Is) from 1.6 volt and 1.2 µA respectively at x=0 up to 5.8 volt 

and 2.5µA respectively at x=30 for constant film thickness d=100nm. 

8. As for the holding voltage (Vh), it was found to increase with the increase of 

either In content from 0.3 volt at x=0 to 4.8 volt at x=30.On the contrary, the 

increase of In content has caused a decrease in the holding current (Ih) from 

48µA at x= 0 to 18µA at x=30 for a constant thickness 100nm.  
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9. It was proved that the threshold power increased by    increasing In content. This 

means that the quality of switching is reduced by increasing the In content. The 

addition of In content decreases the cohesive energy and consequently affects the 

switching properties. 

10.  Raising the film temperature improved the switching characteristics where the 

threshold voltage increases   and the threshold current decreases. Also, the 

addition of In reduced the filament temperature, thus reducing the switching 

ability. 

11.   Increasing the In content from x=0 to 10, 20 and 30 led to an increase in the 

switching rise time from tr =25 to 40, 100 and 200 nano second respectively and 

a decrease in the cohesive energy from C.E=3.884 to 3.607, 3.329 and 3.053 ev 

respectively. These results indicate that composition Sb20Bi20Se(60-x ) Inx shows 

good electrical threshold switching results and promises a useful threshold 

switching device in computer applications. 

12.  The values of the optical energy gap Eopt were found to from 1.89x10-3 ev 

 to 1.79 x10-3 ev to decrease with increasing In content which could be due to the 

fact that In has a metallic behavior. 

13.  The γ- radiation had a noticeable effect, for a dose of 15 MRad showed a 

constant value in the transmittance upon the addition of In. 

14.  The investigated composition proved to be advantageous in application to 

infrared imaging objectives. 
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*�  رس��6 م��5&
  

   اg0*ذG& X0- ا2E0%?أ(*نX ابKا0@)Kد:     ا�!�ح7
  KQاص أ#N*G اK"0صLت اK)5رI%' وF%GH7*7/* اE0-یC':     ا�*س��6

  ا0-آ>KراXI  N ا0/.-,' ا0=/;ب%' ا08=>;ون%*ت و ا678*5ت:     ا��ر65
�  A@? ه.-,' ا08=>;ون%*ت و ا678*5ت:     ا��1

  
��6 ا�& 9:�  

  
  آ*ی�&��ن �5ن&*ان�/ أس&�ذ دآ&�ر

 =� "!�ا�!� ذآ*ي/ أس&�ذ دآ&�ر/"�  "!�ا� �
 
  

 م �� ا� �وى �دل "?ت"/ أس&�ذ دآ&�ر
  A@? ه.-,' ا08=>;ون%*ت و ا678*5ت،

 آ2%' ا0/.-,'، +*()' &%$ #"!
 
  

� "!�ا�!� ذآ*ي/ أس&�ذ دآ&�ر� "!�ا� �
  67*5ت،A@? ه.-,' ا08=>;ون%*ت و ا8

  آ2%' ا0/.-,'، +*()' &%$ #"!
 
 

 ح�ت� ح�, "�م*/ أس&�ذ دآ&�ر 
  ،05=>;ون%'اA@? اKa0ا(- وا0")Laت 

  ه%c' اA*H0' اb0ری'، ا0";آ_اKF0(KEG0 Tث وK0K.=7+%* ا5#)*ع
  

��  ا��راس�ت ا���
  

         أ+%_ت اQ                  '0*,;0>? ا8+*زة
                  /   /         

  
 !2a) 'FIاK)'%2=0ا            '()*a02! اa) 'FIاK)    

    
  /   /                   /    /        



 

 

  
  
  
  
  
 

!"# $%& '()*+  
  آ2%' ا0/.-,'

  A@? ه.-,' ا08=>;ون%*ت و ا678*5ت

  

  ت�*یD ��1�م ا�*س��6

  

   اg0*ذG& X0- ا2E0%?أ(*نX ابKا0@)Kد:     إس� ا�!�ح7

  26/6/1965            :   ت�ریG ا���Fد

F�   K%2Aب%'-ابK ز&kG                     : دم H ا��

6�  (*+%@>%; TI ه.-,' اG,*E0*ت واY.0?:     ا��ر65 ا����

                  +*()' &%$ #"! آ2%' ا0/.-,':     ا�:�6 ا���ن 6 ���

I  2002:     ت�ریG ا��

  

  

  

  

 mEG0م ا-F) ?,د:  إK(@0اKاب Xن*)2%?أE0ا -G& X0ذ*g0ا   
o%AK<0ا  :          

          :  *ریpا0>

  

  

  

  

  



 

 

�J&ا�*س��6م� K  

  
&.X2&  ;6 *ت اN_%"<) R&K"a) R%.+K=0*g0 ($ اK"0اد اR%+*+_0 اt0%; ا0)KsیR اK<E7 X<0ي%ان ا0_+*+    

XنK"<وا5ن u%ا0_رن kC) R%آ/;ب R%ب*aای ;Cاد اآK) o) مK%2م وا0>;یK%.%2%@0ی\ وا;G=0ا kC) ;Cواح- او اآ -%.+K=0*# .

g0ز+*+%*ت ا5آان ز+*+%*ت ا $& RHا0;اب XI x(اد اضK)و N-# kAا ;G<(7 R%.+K=0**-%, . ;%sE7 ?7 -F0و

K"%<ا0_+*+%*ت ($ ا0).*ص; ا5نTم وا0نK.%2%@0وا G ء*F.م بKث وا5ن-یK)_99.999. %  

%XI *Y RV ان*ب%{ ,%2=* ن0b/(%.6| 7? 07ان هNb ا0_+*+%*ت k&*V<7 (o ا5آ@a%$ &.- در+*ت اE0;ارة اV7;"0)R و

 ;HF"0ا5ن*ب%{ ب*0"*ء ا Nbه k%@~ ?7اء وK/0ا $) R~;V)و7و X0اKح R7ح;ار R+ن در;I XI */V%Va7 ?100 R+در 

RیKc) .RV%Y.0ان*ب%{ ا0@2%=* ا XI */اد ب)- وزنK"0ل ا*Q7? اد -F0وT<0ا X0اKح X<ح */tی;V7 ?7   

 10-4 */F2~ ?7ي وK+ �tن ا.  ض;V0ا kQدا RF2t"0ا5ن*ب%{ ا oو7? وض X0ا R7ح;ار R+در oIي 7? رb0900 R+در 

\%GC7 ?7 R&*, لLQ XI RیKc) Nار;E0ا  N-"010 ت*&*,  . kQدا RنK="0اد اK"0وري رج ا;s0آ*ن ($ ا -F0و

وXI * . \"7 -F0 (*ء (aI% u2C*ئا ب)- اG7 ?7 o%.6<0;ی- ا5نKGبG7 R;ی-. ا5نKGبXI R اV0;ن a7 �%FE<0*ن! ا0>;آ%{ 

. و7? اQ;اج اK"0اد ($ ا5ن*ب%{ و ا5ح>V*ظ ب/* a) XI*ل +*ف . یo ;*ت اRa7*.0 ب*G<0;ی- ا0@%اK6E0ل &X2 ا0_+*+

 �tض \E7 اري;E0ا ;%�G<0ا RFی;Hت ب*Gا0";آ $) RF%A;0ا �@"| ث*ب\ ب ضK+ �tي 4-10وsE7 ?7%; اg0;ائ

100;<%)K0|  ن*نbب'%%Gاص ا0>;آK�0ا R,20";آ{  7"\ درا   Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx0ا kصK"0ا RGg  XIرK)5ا 

ن R"A اE0;ارN ا0-اXI R%2Q اX.E."0 اk%2E<0 أ &X2 ه%Rc بKدرN  اb0ىوF0- اوض� ا0>;آ%{ اE0;اري اV<0*ضX2 20";آ{

ان ~%*ب اي R"A ح*دE20 N;ارTg  . NاE0;اري اV<0*ضX2 ی.>u ($ اE0;ارN اR%&K.0 &.- ان>F*ل ح;ارN ا0_+*ج 

  وF0- اآ- k%2E7 ن"*ذج اK%E0د R(#L0 اR%.@0 20";آ{.  t7%;ات XI ا0>;آ%{ ا�0*ر+%R ی)>t0 -%+ ;#K) ;G%*ب اي

 Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)InxR%IرK)5ا R<0*ا0@%2.  ح � -%Kم%.وF0- 7? ا+;اء ا0"@� ا05=>;ونX ا0"%=;و,=Kبg0 X;ائ

XI R"Y<.) ;%~ R26V وK=7 -F0ن\ اLI5م ($ حG%G*ت (.. t;I R وG%,;7 ?7/* &.- در+R ح;ارN ا0نT ا5ن>%"K) -Kث_ب

ب*ض*RI ا5ن-یKم یE-ث ان6V*ل اآXI ;C اK0,� . اk=g0 واaE0? وk6<7 ب%./* ح-ود (* ب%$ اG%GE0*ت (E-دN +%-ا

�   )0x=2(%ث? ی"=$ رؤیR حG%G*ت اآG; &.- ) 0x=1(%اE"0%� (�دی* اX0 زی*دXI N حa? اG%GE0*ت &.-  G67و

 -.& ;tت اص*G%G0(% حx=3(  . $%%(7 ?7 -F0و -Aا0/%-رو,>*7%| و RFی;Hا0";آ{ ب $) N;sE"0ا0_+*+%*ت ا RI*Cآ

 (5.786gm/cm3)ا0x= ( X0(%ح%K0(5.691 gm/cm3)  mح� ان اRI*C=0 7>_ای- ب_ی*دN ا5ن-یKم ($ 

   اKs0ئ%R 20";آ{  اK�0اص  7"%_ت  و30x=(.-F0(%  ح%Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx  m{ ــــــــ20";آ



 

 

 Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx*%Fب  $) X+K"0ل اKH0 س*=(ذی' وا5ن*V.0200,*ت ا X07? 1100 ا X<0م اLIL0 ;<%)Kن*ن 

*/G%,;7 . NKaIح وK"@"0ا ;#*G) ;%t0ل ا*F<ا5ن Kه R%ئKs0اص اK�0ل &$ اKc@"0ا Xل ا05=>;ون*F<ع ا5نKان ن

 وF0- و+- ان NKaI ?%A )ا0=>;ون 1.79x10-3  \0KI اT0ا0=>;ون 1.89x10-3  \0KI(اRA*H0 ا5ب>-ائ%XI R اa"0*ل 

 R%ئKs0ا RA*H0اEg �A*.<7  R%ا0")-ن R(%GH0ا }G@ن بK=ی -A |0م وذKا5ن-ی Nم0ب_ی*دKن-یL. x%� k%a@7 ?7 -F0

 XI (.RFH ا#5)R اKV0ق ب.R%a@V وF0- و+- ان ب)� اK(0ا(k اSb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx  ?/"0ا5(>6*ص 20";آ{ 

 واذا Stoichiometry.  ا0";آ{E7-د ح%Kد) r(ا0")*(Ns , k-د اE"0-دات  و& Nco ,-اثXحا8 اkC) ?A;0 درا,>/*

 'I*ن اض�I ت*Gا0";آ xصK0 '%"أه TI ?/(ضKوب ')_E0ة اKaI �,K<)و 'Hة ا0;ابKA $%ب '%HQ 'AL& آ*ن ه.*ك

')_E0ة اKaI �,K<) T2& ;ثKف یK, مK20";آ{  وو+-. ا5ن-ی RHا0;اب N-# �,K<) ن*I مKا5ن-ی N7>ان زی*د�A*. 

 Eg  و(>N-# �,K ا0;ابRH 20";آ{ A- 7"\ اF"0*رنR ب%$EgوK<0آ%- ا0)RAL ب%$  Eg �A*.<7 وبI |0b*ن �*Aـــ'

،Hs/Nco R=%G@0ا XI Rوض;V"0ا RHا0;اب RA*� �,K<) ;G<(7 X<0ئ| . وا*G@0 R%اص ا0=/;بK�0ان ا

Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)InxR%ا0=/;ب R%2%صK<0ت ا*,*%A $"s<7  D.C  �  Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inxاg20  $) RF%A;0;ائ

 oHF0ت ا*,*%A�2(وt0وا �<V0ا.(Xا0=/;ب R%2%صK<0س ا*%A ?7 -F0و D.C  Nار;E0ا XI R0آ-ا RF%A;0ا � g20;ائ

 R%ا0=/;ب R%2%صK<0ا&>"*د ا uا0.>*ئ \EواوضDc+وو Nار;E0ا X2& K �%g.7 T<A*Hب $%<%HQ $%<FH.) د.∆E2,∆E1  

F0م ب-را,*ت ا*%F07? ا -F0و oH)�2t0وا �<V0ا ( $) RF%A;0ا � وF0- ادي اض*I' ا5ن-یKم  g20Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx;ائ

Xا5ب>-ائ -/a0ا Nزی*د T0ا(Vs) Xوا0>%*ر ا5ب>-ائ )Is(  $)1.60\ وKI .21و;=%)   X0اK<0ا X2& ;%G)ا

-.&(X=0) X<0\ و7%*ر 5.8حKI 2.5 -.& X0اK<0ا X2& ;%G)وا;=%) )X=30 (ث*ب\ 7@*وي */=", � g0100;ائ

;<%)Kن*ن . -/a0 RG@.0*ا(* ب)Vh ($) مKا5ن-ی RG@ن Nی_ی- ب_ی*د Rو+- ان -FI0.3-.& \0KI )0=X ( X00\  4.8اKI 

 -.&)03X= ( 7%*ر �Fن }G@7 مKا5ن-ی Nن زی*د*I !=(0ا X2&وIh $) 48 -.& ;<%)وا;=%) )X=0 ( X018ا 

 -.& -.& ;G%)وا;=%))X=30 (, -.&\100"| ث*ب;<%)K)*ن  . N7_ی- ب_ی*د R%ا5ب>-ائ Nر-F0ان ا \Gث -F0و

�*RA ( ($ �*RA ا05>6*ق یkFوو+- ان زی*دN ا5ن-یKم .وهbا ی).T ان Q*ص%' ا�A*.<7 oHF0 ب_ی*دة ا5ن-یKم .ا5ن-یKم

اoHF0 ح%m ان وو+- ایs* ان رoI ح;ارN اg0;یRE یE@$ ($ KQاص . وب*K7 X0*<0ث; &KQ X2اص اoHF0 ) اE<05*م

 Nر-A $) k2F0| یbوب R2%<V0ا Nح;ار �F.م یKا5ن-ی 'I*اض *sی_ی- وای Xوا0>%*ر ا5ی>-ائ �A*.<ی Xا5ب>-ائ -/a0ا

oHF0ا . m%م حKاداي زی*دة ا5ن-ی -F010, ,3020,(و X=0 ( oHF0ا $)ع ز*V7ار Nزی*د X0ا Tr $) 25X0ا  

200,100,40 X0اK<0ا X2& R%ث*ن Kن*ن  . XI �Fا05>6*ق ون RA*�)C.E ($).8843 X03.329 و 3.607  ا 



 

 

R0 ن>*ئoHA u اب>-ائSb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx    X ا0=>;ون X2& \0KI اK<0اX0 وK7ض� هbة ا0.>*ئu ان ا0";آ{  3.053و

  .  واb0اآ;ة,>�-ام (V%- آoHA '2%,K اب>-ائ%' F%GH7 XI*ت ا7K%G"=0;�آ/;بN-%+ X وgG7; ب

 K0 -Aح� ان اo%(g<0 ب*X2&  Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx  *)*a0 #;ائ�" أ#)' +*(*" ا8#)*ع واQ%;ا �Iن درا,' �7ث%;

R0 !%0 ;%ا0 �7ث '&;a0ا X<ح �  .  واX<0 اوضA \E%"' ث*ب>' &.- اض*I' ا5ن-یKم k67 MRad 15 اTT0 >واض

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



 

 

  K ا�*س��6�Jم

  

 Xه '%.%+K=0*g0ی'ا0_+*+%*ت اKs&;%t0اد ا0_+*+%' اK"0ة ($ ا_%") '&K"a) (Chalcogenide glasses) 

X2& *"ي دائK<E7 X<0م و7>"%_  &.6;واKم او ا0>2%;یK%.%2%@0ی\ او ا;G=0*آ '%.%+K=0*g0($ ا0).*ص; ا ;Cواح- او اآ 

*)K"& ا0_+*+%*ت Nbه a@ا5آ X2& يK<E7 X<07;اب� ($ ا0_+*+%*ت ا kAاو ا *�*gن kAب*ن/* ا$%. ;%sE7 ?7 -Aو

   نTب*,>�-ام &.*ص; ا8ن>%"x = 0, 10, 20, 30 %( K ح%Sb20Bi20Se(60-x)Inx m ( (;آG*ت ($ اY.0*م

XI   ضK+ �tى4-10وب6/; هNb اK="0ن*ت E7\ اV<0;ی� ) 99.999 (ا`ن-یKم &*0%' اF.0*وةواK%.%2%@0م  و_(KثGوا0

 ,*&*ت ث? G7;ی-ه* G7;ی-ا aI*ئ%* XI اu2C0 10%_ی! 0"-ة  ,9002أن*ب%{ ,%2=* ,*بF' اx%Y.<0 &.- در+' ح;ارة 

وA- 7? ا0>*آ- ($ اGH0%)' اt0%; (>K2Gرة واa<"0*ن@' 20";آG*ت اsE"0;ة ب*,>�-ام +/*ز ح%Kد ا5#)' . اa"0;وش

X2ض*V<0اري ا;E0ا � 100وsE7 ?7 -A%; &%.*ت اg~5%' اF%A;0' ب@"| . ا0@%.%' وآ0b| ا,>�-ام ا0"@

و,%>? درا,' 7*ث%; اo%(g<0 واKs0ء وب)� ا0>*ث%;ات اQ5;ي &X2  .�-ام ا�G<0%; اE0;اري 20)%.*تن*نK(>;ب*,>

  .ا0)%.*ت XI هNb ا0;,*0'

T2& '0*,;0ا  k"g7:  

  . وA*ئ"' أبE*ث (;+)%' وأبE*ث (.KgرةK6I !"Qل                            

k6V0ولاLا :  

و(* هT أه"%' إQ>%*رن* Nb/0 ) اK)'%.%+K=0*g0صLت ا5(KرI%' ی@>);ض هbا اk6V0 (*هK) TاصV*ت أ#N*G ا0"

  .  ح>T ا`ن1950آ"* ی@>);ض درا,*ت ,*بsE7 TI 'F%;هNb اK"0اد ($ ,.' .اK"0اد

Xن*C0ا k6V0ا:  

أ#N*G اK"0صLت وا0>;آ%{ اG0.*ئT 0/* وانKاع اK%(0ب و,;د آ*TI 0"%=*ن%' إ(>6*ص  ی@>);ض هbا اk6V0 انKاع

� (اoHF0 ح*I' ا8(>6*ص و&;ض �*ه;ة اK�0اص ا0=/;ب%' `#N*G اK"0صLت و&;ض �*ه;ة اKs0ء و�%0' <V0ا

�2t0وا( تLصK"0ا N*G#`  '%IرK)5ت اLصK"0ا N*G#اد أK) T2& o%(g<0*ب بK%& �%2�7و(6*در ا8#)*ع و.  

m0*C0ا k6V0ا  

;g0رة اKص TIرة ا0=>2%' وK60ا TI ا0)%.*ت ;%sE7 '%V%آ k6V0ا اbح ه;gس ,"|  ی*%A و�;ق 'F%A;0ا �ائ

 'F%A;0ا � واKs0ئT وا08=>;ونNb/ T ا0)%.*ت وآ%E7 '%V-ی- آI*C'  هNb ا0)%.*ت و�;ق A%*س ا0>;آ%{ اG0.*ئ0Tاg0;ائ

/0*.  'F%A;0ا �� وا�2t0(اoHF0 �*ه;ة )$ ا+A k%*س  آ%sE7 '%V%; ا(0%.*ت TI صKرة اg0;ائ<V0و(6-ر &"2%' )ا 

o%(g<0ا.  

oا0;اب k6V0ا  

K<Eى ی Nb/0 'V2<�"0ا uا0.>*ئ T2& k6V0ا اbا0;,*0'ه*/<gA*.)2%2/* وE7و .  

  :اk6V0 ا�0*(!

 ا0.>*ئu واK<0ص%*ت

  
  
 


